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Jerry Starr w8jv@yahoo.com switch ~ O W H O T M O  
4040 Simon Road 
Youngstown. OH 44512-1320 

CALL LETTER CHANGES 
!2ktGdl 

620 KRDY CO Grand Junction 
670 WMAQ IL Chicago 
850 KBET CA Thousand Oaks 
940 KFRE CA Fresno 
970 WLKY KY Louisville 

1070 WHYZ SC SanSouci 
1080 WALD NC Walterboro 
1160 WSCR IL Chicago 
1240 WlMZ TN Knoxville 
1250 KKGM KS Kansas Cily 
1260 WMMM CT Westport 
1310 WOOX PA Bedford 
1360 WMNS NY Olean 
1380 WKDM NY New York 
1440 WWTM MA Worcester 
1450 WKZQ SC Myrtle Beach 
1450 KCTl TX Gonzales 
1480 WODX FL Marco Island 
1540 KISA H1 Honolulu 
1550 KUAT AZ Tucson 
1550 WCW PA Braddock 
1550 WKQV PA Pittston 

A'.wdl 
KSI'R 

WSCR 
KAC'D 
KWRU 
WG'I'K 
WXSZ 
WO'I'A 
WXRI' 

WTXM 
WI'R 

WSHU 
WBFD 

WJYR 
KQQT AM640 

WIXl 
KREA WYl AUSTRUUY U>- D l L O U D l l  YT $9114 

KUAZ 
WURP 
WITK r 

(Incorrectly listed in the AM Radio LOG #21 as WYTK) 
1600 WNNY MD Rockville WKDM 
1600 WBFD PA Bedford WHlB 
1650 KGXL CA Torrance KFOX 
1660 WMlB FL MarcoIsland WQRs 
1700 'New AL Huntsville W E W  

APPLICATIONS / GRANTS FOR NEW STATIONS 
None 

APPLICATIONS FROM EXISTING FACILITIES 
570 WDTF NC Raleigh: 1000152 U1 
630 WDGY W1 Hudson: 9001200 U4 
700 KGRV OR Winston: 230001470 U1, consolidate day and night transmitter sites 

1040 KLHT HI Honolulu: 10000/10000 U1 
1160 WKGE GA East Point: 50000D3 
1170 KCBQ CA San Diego: 5000014500 U4, consolidate day and night transmitter sites 

I 
1190 KCBW MO DeSoto: 10000 D3 (the FCC shows the call here as KRET, but we have no 

I' 
record of this change) 

1340 WXXR AL Cullman: 6701670 U1 (antenna to 334 feet) 
1510 KMRF MO Marshfield: 1000 (5000 CH) D6 (higher CH power is unusual but appears to 

be correct) 
1520 WNWS TN Brownsville: 152D1 
1520 WVOZ PR San Juan: modify CP to show 25000/9500 U7 
1530 KQNK KS Norton: 1000158 U1 

GRANTS TO EXISTING FACILITIES 
710 KXMR ND Bismarck: relocate transmitter 
950 KOEL 1A Oelwein: relocate transmitter 

1030 KLLU OR Reedsport: 500001630 U1 
1090 WMUS MI Muskegon: relocate transmitter 

1150 K C W  
1220 CKCW 
1280 WGBF 
1290 KDMS 
1290 KKAR 
1300 WQDN 
1330 WANG 
1330 WPJS 
1410 WBZA 
1430 WWLO 
1510 KMRF 
1520 KMAV 
1550 WLOR 
1590 KELP 

OTHERNESS 
540 KKGO 
550 WASG 
550 WSAU 
590 WWLX 
no WEPA 
800 K Q m  
810 WCYK 
830 WTRU 
860 WRFB 

1030 WNVR 
1140 KSLD 
1140 WRMQ 
1150 WLOC 
1150 KSRB 
1190 KMFX 
1210 KPRZ 
1220 WQSA 
1230 WTCJ 
1230 KWSN 
1270 CHWK 
1300 KLAR 
1320 KSDT 
1320 WISW 
1330 WANG 
1370 WBYE 
1390 WAVP 
1400 WPRY 
1460 KTXX 
1460 WBUC 
1470 WWBG 
1470 WFJY 
1500 CKAY 
1550 KQWB 

CO Englewood: 10000/1000 U4, relocate transmitter 
NB Moncton: to 94.5 FM 
IN Evansville: relocate transmitter 

AR El Dorado: 2.5001106 U1 
NE Omaha: 730015000 U1 
FL Temple Terrace: 50001160 U5 

NC Havelodc relocate transmitter 
SC Conway: 5000127 U1 
NY South Glens Falls: 10001 103 U1 
FL Gainesville: 10000 D l  

MO Marshfield: 500 (1600 CH) D3, relocate transmitter 
ND Mayville: 1300 Dl, relocate transmitter 
AL Huntsville: 500001400 U4 
TX El Paso: 500001 800 U4 

CA Costa Mesa: license CANCELLED, call DELETED at licensee's request 
AL Atmore: silent station is ON THE AIR, CP for 250001143 U1 is on 
WI Wausau: application for 15000/20000 U4 is DISMISSED 
TN Lawrenceburg: station is SILENT 
MS Eupora: license CANCELLED, call DELETED at licensee's request 
OK Oklahoma City: CP for 25001 1000 U4 is on 
VA Crozet: license CANCELLED, call DELETED at Licensee's request 
NC Kernersville: station is SILENT 
FL Cocoa: license CANCELLED, call DELETED 
IL Vernon Hills: CP for 5000 (3200 CH) D3 is on 

AK Soldotna: station is SILENT 
FL Orlando: CP for 5000 D l  from new site is on 
KY Munfordville: CP to relocate transmitter is on 

WA Seattle: CP for 1000016000 U2 is on 
MN Wabasha: station is SILENT 
CA San Marcos: CP for 20000110000 U4 is on 
FL Sarawta: silent station is ON THE AIR 
IN Tell City: CP for 8501 850 U1 is on 
SD Sioux Falls: CP for 4401440 U1 from new site is on 
BC Chilliwack: CP to move to 103.9 is on (corrects FM frequency fmm last issue) 
TX Laredo: CP for 1000/80 U1 is on 
CA Hemet: station is SILENT, will return "this fall" 
SC Columbia: application for 500014500 U2 is DENIED 

NC Havelodc: CP to relocate transmitter is on 
AL Calera: station is SILENT for transmitter repairs, will return in October 
FL Avon Park: silent station is ON THE AIR 
FL Perry: silent station is ON THE AIR 

CA Salinas: CP for 100001 10000 U3 is on 
WV Buckhannon: CP for 5000/25 U1 is on 
NC Grcensboro: CP for 500015000 U4 is on 
PA Porlage: silent slation is ON THE AIR 
BC Duncan: CP to move to 89.7 FM is on 

ND West Fargo: station is SILENT, appears to have moved to their new X-band 
assimment on 1660 

1550 KWBC TX ~ a v i s o t a :  application for 40001500 U4 is DISMISSED 
1620 KBLI ID Blackfoot: new station is ON THE AIR 
1660 KQWB ND Wesl Fargo: new station is ON THE AIR 
1700 W E W  AL Huntsville: new station is ON THE AIR and l~ lay ing  WEUP-1600 

THANKS: Bill Hale, Ed Krejny, Wayne Heinen, John Sanders, Les Johnson, Shawn Axelrod, Larry 
Godwin, Russ Johnson and MSJ. 

It was good to see old friends again and fun to make new ones at the Lima Convention, and thanks 
to Fred Vobbe for a super job; both Buff and 1 had n grcnt time. We'll see you next year in Pittsburgh. 
Heck, we can even commute to that one. 

73 and Good DX Jerry Starr & Buffalo K. Foonman 
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DDXD-west 
MEDIUM WAVE RAMBLINGS 

0 We welcome first-time reporter Larry Godwin of Missoula, Montana. Another rare 'voice' frorn the 
West is heard from again! 

0 Some TIS/HAR items from Gary Jackson are straight from J.&nSchmldt. Director of Cal Trans 
Traffic. Gary also notes he just received a QSL certificate from XEUT-1630. 

0 Tim Hall, after garnering more X-Banders, says: "This puts me at 27 out of 34 on the X-band (28 if 1 
can ID KAZP). Would sure love to hear WEUP/ WEUV-1700, as I never got WPHG-1620 when they 
came on (too much interference from San Diego State station 'KCR', which has since lowered its 
output dramatically)." Shawn sez: 'Two new ones not bad for August. Conditions seem to be 
getting better which can only mean one thing here.. . .winter 
is coming . . . ahhhhhhh!!!!!!" And later Shawn writes: 'Well 
two new ones on the first weekend of the new season. . . not WJJD WJMK 
bad. Too bad KQJD came on before the other stations on the - - 
frequency came on. Will make it harder to hear them..but then 180 NOth M l ~ h  tl Sulk 1200 
again the hobby is about hearing hard to get stations." C~ICO@, IL 60% 

0 Thanks to Frank Aden for e-mailing a picture of the exterior of 
the building, with sign, of CIYR-1230 Hinton and CKYR-1450 Jasper, Alberta he took while on 
vacation. Their side of the building says "Yellowhead Broadcasting, Ltd." whereas the other side 
says "Yellowhead Travel". 

a MORE X-Banders hit the airwaves. And you can say you heard it first here (thanks to our report- 
ers)! See below. 

0 Loggings m down, as Station News and Notes gets most of our ink ration this edition. Next issue 
is the start of the new Volume Year for DX News. The DDXD-West deadline is September 20th, at 
exactly 1800 hours on my Timex. Let's hear frorn y'all! 

FA-ID 
SA-MB 

LG-MT 

TRH-CA 
GJ-CA 
CR-IL 
JJR-WI 

KR-AZ 

PR-OR 

JS-MN 
JW-CO 
Ed.-TX 

REPORTERS 
Frank Aden Boise <n7sok@aol.com> 
Shawn Axelrod Winnipeg Icom ICR-70 & Drake R8 + 4 Foot Unamplified Box Loop/ 

Quantum Loop, 145' outdoor wire, 100' indoor wire, MFJ 1026 
Phasing Unit <saxelrod@mb.sympatico.ca> 

Larry Godwin Missoula Hammarlund HQ-150 + Sanserino air-core box loop + Kiwa 
loop <lbg@selway.umt.edu> 

I 

Tim Hall Chula Vista ICF-2010, KIWA Loop &alls@inetworld.netz 
Gary Jackson Sacramento FRG-8800 + Kiwa Loop 
Christos Rigas Wood Dale R-2000, ICF-2010, Kowalski Loop <crigas@birinc.com> 
John J. Rieger South Milwaukee DX398 stock, Icom 1C-R70, Kiwa loop, MFJ959B Tuner/ 

preamp <johnjrieger@webtv.net> or visit at <http:/ /DX- 
midAMerica.com> I 

Kevin Redding Mesa Optimus 12-604A; GE Superadio 111 barefoot; original GE 
Superadio; Kenwood R-1000 and SM-2 antenna; GE 2-5280C 
<lwdxer@luno.com> 

Pat Roberson Portland Kenwood TS 450s + R7000 vertical folded dipole & Caradio or 
CCRadio <w7per@ar~l.net> 

John Sampson DXing frorn Grand Rapids, Minnesota <jsampson@uswest.net> 
John Wilkins Wheat Ridge 
Editor North Richland Hills 

KLIF 

WSCR 

WXRT 

KL W 

KSDT 

KBLI 

KBLI 

KBLI 

KBLI 

KBLI 

KBLI 

KAZPt 

WTAW 
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STATION NEWS & NOTES 

TX Dallas - 8/15 - Due, in part, to abysmal ratings and lack of identity, is now 
IDing as Big 570 K-L-I-F, and has dropped the 'Cliff'' moniker. [Ed.-TX] 

IL Chicago - 8/16 0430 -Good signal, with sports talk programming. Non-IDS 
as The Score 6-70 and Chicago's Sports Radio 6-70. Ex: WMAQ. NEW!! (SA- 
MB) 

IL Chicago - 8/15 0859 - WXRTAM and FM ID given, followed by news, sports 
and rock music. Since 8/15/00 local midnight, this frequency carries WXRT 
(M 93.1) programming. The calls are WXRT AM, while the calls on 670 kHz 
offiaally becam WSCR as of this day also. (CR-IL) 

TX Dallas - Has been sold to Radio One, who is expected to take over shortly 
(may have happened by the time you read this). Format is expected to change 
to black-oriented music and/or talk. Also expect a call change. [Ed.-TX] 

CA Hemet - "Has lost the use of its transmitter site and is off the air. Do you 
know of a single tower in the Hemet m a  that could be used to restore service 
on a temporarylemergency basis? Would you like to buy the station? It is 
for sale." (From the CGC Communicator) 

ID Blackfoot - 8/23 - Noted very strong with a talk show, then an ID at 2300. 
On-the-hour, the announcer IDed for affiliates KICN and KECN only, then 
SRN News. I suspect it might have been running 10 kW. (LG-MT) 

ID Blackfoot - 8/25 MOO - With ID and announang that it was / / KICN. The ID 
came after a show where people were talking about MK12 Ultra project in 
the 509, then into news. Dominant over WTAW and KSMH. (KR-AZ) 

ID Blackfoot - 8/25 2240 - Poor signal, under KAZP and WHLY, with talk p m  
gramming and local ads for Idaho. Multi-station ID. (SA-ME) 

ID Blackfoot - 8/26 0254 - Fair-tegood, mixing with WTAW and KSMH, with 
talk programs, ID on hour: The talk h ' n s ,  6-90 and 12-60, KICN Idaho Falls- 
Rexburg, KECN Blackfoot-Pocatello into what sounded like SRN news. New. 
(TRH-CA) 

ID Blackfoot - 8/27 W58-0830 - With ESPN Sports. No IDS heard, but after 
calling them their Car1 Wright called me back saying they were testing with 
800 watts when I heard them, but will on full time with full power soon. Also 
heard 8/28 with like programming. (GJ-CA) 

ID Blackfoot - No sign of them here in the daytime at all. 1 suspect the station 
running ESPN Radio with no IDS 1 have been hearing is them. The station 
goes to dead air during ID time for a few seconds. Good signal as soon as 
sunset occurs. (FA-ID) 

NE Bellevue - 8/27 0641 - Fair, after presumed switch to day power, through 
KSMH and WTAW, with ESPN sports talk Faded out around On0. Web site 
is www.espnl620.com. (TRH-CAI 

TX College Station - I received a note from the CE at WTAW, who explained the 
chronology of call letters on 1620 as follows: Originally assigned KAZW; 
changed from KAZW to KZNE on March 1; changed from KZNE to WTAW 
on May 3. Adjust your log books accordingly! 1 think 
everybody sending a reception report last spring 
received a "WTAW" card, which did not reflect the 
actual situation. 1 had to change my April 1 logging . 
to KZNE. (JW-CO) 

ND West Fargo - 911 - Noted on today (may have been 
on earlier but haven't had the radio on for quite a 
while) with NOS. Announang as Star 1660 (or vari- 
ous iterations, with no mention of 1550) and gave KQWB call at ToH. Very 
faint signal on 1550 also, but too much static to determine who it was. Excel- 
lent signal. Grand Rapids is about 175 air miles from Fargo. US-MN) 

ND West Fargo - 914 0800 - ID for Your Memories Station, KQWB-West Fargo dur- 
ing a nostalgia music program, then CNN News. Miraculously KXOL-UT 
was running open carrier only at this time. (LG-MT) 

ND West Fargo - 914 1030 - Very good signal, with NOS or adult standards mu- 
sic. ID as: Star 15-50 and KQWB . Now on this frequency, and still / /  1550. 
NEW! (SA-MB) 
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1660 KQWB ND West Fargo - 914 2223 - Fair, with many local ads, NOS and Star 1660 non- 

IDS. NEW! (JJR-WI) 
1690 KSXX CA Roseville - 'hiked to -of KSXX. They are surveying an antenna 

site and hope to be on by the end of January, 2001. (GJ-CA) 
1700 WEW AL Huntsville - 8/10 0600 - Heard with poor signal, under KBGG and KTDK, 

with gospel music. Not sure on call (WEUP or WEUV) as both have been 
listed on some sites. WEUP is still on 1600 as far as I know, so WEUV may be 
correct. NEW!! (SA-MB) [FCC sez WEUV, so let's call it that - Ed.] 

1700 KBGG IA Des Moines - 8/10 0605 - Heard with CNN Headline News. IDS as Tlrr all 
new AM 1700. Seems to be CNN all the time now. (SA-MB) - 

1160 UNlD ?? - 8/26 0200 - Very poor with bits of mck and mll music. (SA-MB) [Prob- 
ably WXRT Chicago - Ed.] 

1190 UNlD 77 - 8/23 0600-0610 - UnID station with what sounded like a religious Ar- 
mon gven in an Asian language. Briefly strong in the null of KEZY before 
fading out about the same time CFSL was getting slnlnger. On CCRadio. 
(PR-OR) 

EOUIPMENT TEST 
950 CFAM MB Altona - 8/29 0316 - Test tones and open carrier. Managed to hear WNTD, 

KKFN and WWJ under the test. (SA-MB) i 
TIS & OTHER STUFF 

1320 TIS WI Milwaukee - 914 2330 - Fair, with This is AM 1320, General Mitchell Intema- 
tional Airport. This is a test. Ex: 1610. NEW! (JJR-WI) 

1580 TIS CA New Castle/Gold Run/Cieco Grove/Donner Summit corridor along 1-80, Cal 
Trans now using this frequency for this stxtch of the Interstate. (CJ-CA) 

1610 TIS/HAR CA Dixon - 8/18 0422 - Giving details of an overturned truck at intersection of 
Highways 88 and 113. Roads are closed and detour info given. (GJ-CA) 

1610 HAR CA Eureka - New HAR is going in here soon. (GJ-CAI 
1610 TIS CA Smith River Canyon - Construction in progress on h s  soon-to-be-on TIS on 

Highway 199 at Collier Tunnel near the Oregon border. (GJ-CA) 
1610 Super HARCA Yreka - Will be on soon from here. (CJ-CA) 
1620 TIS CA Malibu -Talked to Cal Trans and they have plans to inslall five TIS stations 

along Ventura Freeway on this frequency. (GJ-CA) 
1670 WNEG268 CA Sacramento - 911 - New TIS/HAR signed on today with updates about the 

'Watt Avenue Improvement Project" on Watt Avenue Improvement Project Ra- 
dio. No mentions of Sacramento. Gave web site of www.wattave.org. [It 
works and 1'11 bet it's t k  only highway construction project with a dedicated CHAM web a d d r a ~ !  Has updates, photos, other stuff. put on by the Sacramento 
County Department of Transportation - Ed.] No QSL address yet [Web site wm gives "906 G Stmet, Suite 510 Sacramento, CA 95814 - Ed.] (GJCA) I 

I 

MIDNIGHT TO MIDNIGHT ELT 
540 KNAK UT Delta - 912 0130 - W~th ID: Radio for the family, KNAK, Delta and into SRN 

News. First time heard for me. (KR-AZ) 
970 W I T  NC Canton - 914 2300 - Fair, with The New Cool 970 non-Ds from 2247 until legal 

multi-city ID. Satellite oldies. Rare. UJR-WI) 
990 KTMS CA Santa Barbara - 8/6 2358 - with ToH ID and ad for a financial program, then 

a GElCQ ad and ABC News. (KR-AZ) 
1030 KBUF KS Holcomb - 8/21 0121 - W~th ID: KBUF 1030, then Lucille by  -. 

(KR-AZ) 
1080 KRPX UT Price - 8/17 0924 - W~th KRPX call sign. (AB-CAI 
1180 KOFl MT Kalispell - 916 0105 - W~th D after the news and into theJim Rohannon Shm.  

(KR-AZ) 
1190 KMYL AZ Tolleson - 8/23 0500-0700 - Occasionally mixing with KEZY. Playing NOS. 

Weak. On CCRadio. (PR-OR) 
1190 KEZY CA Anaheim - 8/23 05W0700 - Very strong (54) on the vertical antenna. Strong 

on the CCRadio as well. 1 was surprised at the strength of a 1300 watt station 

7 
with the main lobe headed away from Portland. Mixing with others. KIIX 
off the air for maintenance. (PR-OR) 

1190 CFSL SK Weybum - 8/23 0610 - Briefly fading in over an unknown Asian-format sta- 
tion, in the null of KEZY Country format, with song Small T m n  Satllrday 
Night. Then KEX came back on with carrier and tone. On CCRadio. (PR- 
OR) 

1370 KCNO KS Dodge City - 8/13 0630 - Fair, with calls & oldies. Not common. UJR-WI) 
1370 KCNO KS Dodge City - 8/20 @I00 - With D :  The Godfatlrer of Rock and Roll, KGNO Dodge 

City and song M7ill You Still Love Me Tomorrow. (KR-AZ) 
1430 KEZW CO Aurora - 915 0120 -With jingle D KEZW, then playing Peg O ' h y  Henrt. New. 

(KR-AZ) 
1450 KMRY 1A Cedar Rapids - a 7  0128 - Poor, though clear, with calls. Satellite NOS. 

UJR-W) 
1450 KOKO MO Warrensburg - 914 1039 - Fair-to-poor signal, with adult standards music but 

clear ID on the hour. NEW!! (SA-MB) 
1620 WTAW TX College Station - 8/23 0655 - Fair, through KSMH, with Bloomberg's On the 

Money program, CBS News on the hour, and new slogan: News and Talk for the 
Brazos Valley, WTAW. (TRH-CA) 

1660 KRZX TX Waco - 8/23 0632- Poor-to-fair, thmugh partial KXOL null, with Texas State 
Network news, promo for Dr. James Dobson's Focus on the Family. . . on News- 
Tnlk K R Z l  - KRZX,  Waco. New, for Texas #77. (TRH-CA) 

DDXD-E 
Welcome to the last DDXD-E column for V66 from "Guest Editor" Paul Swearingen, ghostwriting 

for Michael whilst he is settling into his new home in Florida. He sends his best to all; he has access to 
a computer in a library but won't be able to resume editing DDXD-E for awhile yet until he has room 
to set up his own computer, so until 1 tell you differently, send your loggings to 2840 SE lllinois Ave. - 
Topeka, KS 66605.1427 or <cplsBCBDXER@aol.com>>. 

Some of the loggings below are ancient, but I'm including them, due to the time delay from for- 
warded items. Deadlines are fairly close to publication time, but kindly send your DX in dribbles 
rather than one big bunch, as I'm typing this up as I find little bits of time here and there. On with it! 

STATION NEWS 
1070 WLFE NY Plattsburg - 8 / 23 1950 to 2004 - fair. The former WGLY now has country 

format, relaying WLFE-FM - 102.3. Ad cluster, pmmo for WLFE bumper 
sticker and T-shirt, wx at 1954, followed by C & W mx. On-hour ID @ 2000 
was "Your kinda country, 102.3 W.FE-FM : St. Alhans, W.FE - AM : Plattshnrx 
- Burlington". 1 took a 'phone call @ 2005 and signal was gone (presumably s/  
off) when 1 returned to the dials @ 2010. (AR-ON) 

1110 WSFW NY Seneca Falls - Add this to the list of daytimerswho won't sign off. Stayed on 
24 hr all July. (SK-PA) 

1340 WOYL PA Oil City - New address and phone: P. 0 .  Box 908 - Franklin, PA 16323-0908; 
814-432-2188 (SK-PA) 

1350 WOYK PA York - New address: P. 0. Box 20249 - York, PA 17402 (SK-PA) 

UNlD 
1630 7 7 - 71 13 0145+ - Code cracking through KCJJlWPEW741. So weak it couldn't 

be heard when KCJJ was playing music. Still there at 0230 tunout. (SK-PA) 
PA ? - 7/20 2350 - ID sounded like "WNDY with touchtones. Another NY state 

throughway station? (SK-PA) 

SPECIAL 
1360 WNNJ NJ Newton - 916 1825 - My Drake R8 blew its line fuse so 1 fired up the Collins. 

It was tuned to 1360 and lo and behold there was MYLbeneath WDRC (about 
five air miles away). After I adjusted the phasor, WDRC disappeared and a 
ten-minute tape made of news, weather, sports by Susan George was fol- 
lowed by locally-produccd MYL. Slogan: Horne of America's Best M~rsic. Callcd 
and got someone at WHCY who mentioned three or four stations located 

b I I I  
where he was. Address is 33 Newton Sparta Road in Newton 07860. New 

31YI Ynm l d  
W-. N* I 4 Y s  

address, phone # is good per old Log. This thing heard in broad daylight but 
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VA Emporia - 8/25 0700 - "You're in touch with WEVA." Then local news. (RJ- 

NC) 

disappeared after 1845. (RM-CT) WEVA 

WUAM WEIRD 
unID ?? - 9/5,6 1956-2005+ - 1 sec. pulses; only heard in AM/weak & LSB/strong, 

zilch in USB; same noted on 1619.6 & 2327.2 (not quite 709.1 + 1619.6) 0020- 
025. Which one of my appliances is talking to me? (HF-MI) 

NY Saratoga Springs - 8/16 2356 - Fair; "AM 900 WUAM Saratoga ... and 1240 
WVKZ Schenectady.." and NOS with IDS simply as "AM 900 and AM 1240." 
(BC-NH) 

WRNL 

WMGR 

KXTK 

VA Richmond - 8/25 0722 - call in sports show. Focus on NFL backup quarter- 
backs. "Sports Radio WRNL." Budweiser commercial. (RJ-NC) 

GA Bainbridge - 8/26 2031 - 'We're keeping you informed on WMGR." Then a 
station ID jingle (RJ-NC) 

IA Des Moines - 7/25 2310-2331 - Good in CINW phase null with oldies and 
"Oldies 93-3" slogans. Much tried-for before Montreal came back on, but 
nary a peep. Ex-KIOA. OF-ON) 

VA Gmndy - 0820 816 -Reading of obituaries with frequent mention of Virginia 
Funeral Home in Grundy. ID jingle then C&W music. (RJ-NC) 

PA Lebanon - 91 1 2010 - Fair in CINW null w/"WADV, southern gospel music 
radio" jingle (MB-ON) 

MS Houston - 81 26 2045 -Religious song then male announcer "This is WCPC in 
Houston" and then gone. Switch to night power? (RJ-NC) 

NC Canton - 0835 816 -Announcer broke in between Gospel songs to announce 
"You're listening to gospel music on WWIT." (RJ-NC) 

VA Bristol - 0900 816 - One of several weak stations in WAAA null. Legal ID 
given at top of hour. - 81 24 2200 - Legal id at top of the hour followed by ABC 
news (RJ-NC) 

SC Conway - 1740 7/24 -Carpenters' tune, "Rainy Days & Mondays" (RJ-NCp) 
TN Lookout Mountain - 2020 8/14 - Promo for trip to Holy Land, mentioning 

WFLI (WM-MD) 
FL Kissimmee - 8/31 0905 - Alan Archer giving the WFIV forecast (nighttime 

lows in the 70's, with dayhme highs in lower 90's). (RJ-NC) 
NE Omaha - 8/31 0648 -All alone on frequency (as they often are at sunrise) w /  

local wx, ID "KFAB news time is 5:49". (MB-ON) 
VA Duffield - 8/19 0818 - C&W format- Bob Wells and Texas Playboy song. 

Announcer extolling beauty of VA Mtns and Blue Ridge. ID given (RJ-NC) 
NC Benson - 0931 816 - "It's 930 on the Big Y, time now for the ?? Broadcast on 

WPYB" (RJ-NCp) 
IA Waukon - 911 0600 - Caught top of hour ID in partially-nulled WRVA: "Your 

home for real country is FM 103.5 KNEI Waukon". (MB-ON) 
SC Rock Hi11 - 1600 712 - Call in show on finances, playing of a hymn, id ,  USA 

Radio News (RJ-NCp) 
NC Red Springs - 0937 816 -Ad for funeral home in Red Springs. Then announcer 

read birthday and anniversary announcements. (RJ-NC) 
PA Homer City - 2055 8/14 - Pirates-Astros baseball (WM-MD) 
UT Salt Lake City - 8/31 0630 - "KSLSalt Lake City" ID surfaced after Ad Coun- 

d l  PSA, then disappeared into mush dominated by WXRT. Not new, but a 
pleasant surprise as I haven't heard KSL since the Carter administration. (MB- 
ON) 

TX San Antonio - 9/ 1 0605 -Another one I l~dven'l head irl d dog's age, ID ds "dl 
505 the news continues on 1200 WOAI", into state news. (MB-ON) 

GA Dublin - 715 0000 - During a moment of dead air after WAVP's ID, hrd a 
weak live ID; then blow out by ABC News. (SK-PA) 

AL Tuscaloosa - 719 2300 - Live ID "This is WTBC, Talk - "shot up in jumble. 
QSL received on 71 24. (SK-PA) 

MA Salem - 719 2300 - Presumed with "Boston" jumping over WTBC ID. Unn. 
(SK-PA) 

PQ Montreal - 8/31 0639 - Fair over nulIed CFYZ w/local traffic report in FF 
(despite multilingual ethnic format). (MB-ON) 

NY Rochester- 911 1130 -Fair daytime signal over nulled CFYZ w/  talkon Roch- 
ester R inos soccer team, PSA for a violence-free America, bottom of hour ID 
"Hot talk 1280 WHTK. (MB-ON) 

NY Canandaigua - 8/31 1800 - Triple-hea er ID: "You're listening to 1590 WASB, 
Brockport-Rochester, 1310 WRSB Canandaigua-Rochester, and 4-105.5 

WICE 

W B W L  

WIOD 

+ 

WTVN 

WNNZ 

LOGGINGS 
RI Pawtucket - 8/13 2130 - Good; ID as "WICE Pawtucket-Providence ... 550 

The Buzz" and NY Yankees baseball, ex-WLKW. (BC-NH) 
FL Jacksonville - 8/  19 2105 -During a brief pause in WSJS programming, heard 

"will return to Jaguars football shortly on WBWL-Jacksonville". (RJ-NC) 
FL Miami - 7/24 1745 - Very weak - traffic report sponsored by Bell South M e  

bility (RJ-NCp) 
FL Miami - 8/22 2300 - Heard legal id at top of hour during WFNZ fade. (RJ- 

NC) 
OH Columbus - 8/31 0613 - Fair in CKTB null w/promo for Ohio State football 

on W N .  (MB-ON) 
MA Westfield - 8/13 2200 - Good; 'WNNZ Westfield-Springfield ... This is AM 

640 WNNZ and NY Yankees baseball, normally not heard here as antenna 
pattern has deep null in this direction. (BC-NH) 

MI Zeeland (presumed) - 915 192&1940+ - Papa Joe Chevalier sports call-in px; 
Papa Joe called vegetarians "Pita People". Sed they'd all go to Heaven and , 
have a welcome BBQ; ads/Grand Bank, Dan Pfeiffer's MC Sports, Grand 
Rapids spots; One-on-One Sports spot; ID'd only as AM 6-40; Good (HF-MI) i 

MI Westland - 915 (see 690, below) '1945-1950+ - continued playing FF vocal I 
before 6901680 switch announcement; VGood (HF-MI) 

FL Jacksonville - 81 170105 -Good; CNN Radio news, Dr. Laura promo, we at he^ 
and Coast-teCoast AM "...on NewsITalk 690 WOKV. Depend on it!" (BC- 
NH) 

MI Westland - 915 1940-1945' - M/EE, 'We now request that you switch chan- 
nels to 6-80 as WNZK begins its nighttime broadcasting"; 1945 ELT; VGood 
(HF-MI) i 

SC Charleston - 2107 7/25 - Accu weather forecast followed by political talk 
show. (RJ-NC) 

MA Chicopee - 8/13 2315 - Good; "You're enjoying the music and ministry of 
Praise In The Night on the stations of the Carter Media Group, including AM 
950 WROL Boston, AM 730 WACE Chicopee-Springfield, AM 830 WCRN ( 

Worcester, AM 1310 WLOB Portland, and FM %.3 WLOB Rumford," over ! 
CKAC, very unusual to receive this at n i~h t .  (BC-NH) I 

WNRG 

WADV 

WCPC 

WWIT 

WXBQ 

WXY 
WFLI 

WNZK 

WOKV 
WFIV 

KFAB 

WNZK 

WPYB 

KNEI 

WSC? 

WACE 

WAVO 

WTEL 

WRPQ 

WWNZ 

WTVN 

WAXY 

WEEU 

WKTX 

WI Baraboo - 814 2207 - Alone with oldies, ib. Seldom heard; will try again for 
QSL OF-ON) 

wccs 
KSL 

FL drlando - 8/14 0020 - Poor; ad for insurance in Florida, political talk, 0100 11 
ID, over an unID Caribbean music station in WJIB null. (BC-NH) 

OH Columbus - 8/31 0613 - Fair in CKTB null w/promo for Ohio State football 
on WTVN. (MB-ON) 

FL S. Miami - 8/25 1006 -New Orleans vs. Miami preseason NFLgame. "You're 
listening to Dolphins football on AM 790, WAXY, South Miarni".(RJ-NC) 

PA Reading - 911 2018 - Fair o/CHAM-820 slop w/talk on local high school 
football and promos for games to be broadcast on WEEU. (MB-ON) 

OH Courtland - 8/22 2100 - Heard station sign-off. Announced power levels. 
Gave address of station, tower and studios. Easy copy with silent WXII. (RJ- 
NC) 

WOAI 

WXLI 

WTBC 

WESX 

CFMB 

WHTK 

WTRU NC Kernersville - 8/31 0910 - Wake Forest vs. Appalachain college football. Sta- 
tion recently changed calls WXII to WTRU. Format is now religious (vs. all 
news). (RJ-NC) 

WKTR VA Earlysville - 8/30 0845 - "Thank you for listening to the ministry station - 
WKTR. Gosmusic format. [can finally hear 830 +/-, WXII is silent]. (RJ-NC) 

WYLF NY Penn Yan - 8/20 0600 - Nostalgia instrumental format, station ID and then 
national network news (unsure who) at top of hour (RJ-NC) 

WRSB 
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WMJQ, Bmckport-Rochester, the Sunshine Network. Fair-poor daytime sig- 
nal at Musselman's Lake, but never heard in Tomnto during daytime. (MB- 
ON) 

1320 WICO. MD SaIisbury - 715 2005 - End of ABC News; PSA for firemen's carnival. ID: 
"News-Talk 1320, WICO." Last heard this weekone year ago. (SK-PA) 

WATR CT Waterbury - 8/14 2230 -Good; "If you'n. looking for the greatest music of all 
time, you'rein the right place. We'vcgot thc music of your life at WATR 1320 
AM." (BC-NH) 

1330 CJYM SK Rosetown - 715 2133 -Break "on the Hcadlinc Sports Network. That's the 
real name for the Blue Jays network. 'l'his is the only 1330 on their 2000 net- 
work list. Under some game of the Indian's network. (SK-PA) 

1360 WKOP NY Binghampton - 7/20 2122 - Canned ID under WNJC OC "Like a fine wine, 
they're all here. 1360 WKOP." This is so rare that when last heard it had a 
c&w format. (SK-PA) 

WNJC NJ Washington - 2300 8/14 - Spanish music heard, ID in English and Spanish; 
mention of NJ. Huge signal; must have been on day power. (WM-MD) 

1380 WHGT PA Waynesboro - 6/28 2105 - Livec&wdj "WAYZ. 'l'hdt's number 9, checkingin 
at number 8 on our countdown." Very clear, but faded quickly. Never heard 
atop or after LSS before (SK-PA) 

WTMC DE Wilrnington - 713 2022 - Male and female reporting traffic, "From south of 
Dewey Beach, Delaware Rt. 22, flaggers will be alternating traffic through 
the construction. Daytime lane closings will be occfuring on Delaware Rt. 
26. ... Here's your traffic information for the New Castle area roads." First 
time heard with these calls/format. At 2145: "You're listening to WTC, Trav- 
elers' Advisory Radio for the Delaware ... " faded out, but heard again at 

I 

0200 71 11; had to be running day power. (SK-PA) 
WWMl FL St. Petersburg - 2258 8/ 15 - ID spoken by kid; Radio Disney. (WM-MD) 

1400 WICK PA Scranton - 6/30 1957 - Ad for Joe Nardone's Gallery of Sound, Red Baron/ 
Friendly'spmmo. WITK/ WICK ID at 1958.61 miles away, but only 2nd posi- 
tive ID (SK-PA) 

WSIC NC Statesville - 7/14 0000 - "WSIC Statesville is ?." Then CBS News in iumble. I 
(SK-PA) 

WDVZ WI Green Bay - 7/14 0006 - PSA by female mentioning Green Bay. (SK-PA) 
WKPT TN Kingsport - 2100 81 15 - ID heard in mess. (WM-MD) 
WPCE VA Portsmouth - 2032 8/16 -Black Gospel Music, ID. (WM-MD) 

1420 WCED PA Dubois - 2326 8/14 -After Monkees song, female saying "Classic 1420", old- 
ies music. (WM-MD) 

WVJS KY Owensboro - 8/12 2310 - 'The best ??? is here on WVJS" (RJ-NC) 
WRCG GA Columbus - 21 07 8 /  15 - Padres-Braves baseball (WM-MD) 

1430 WENE NY Endicott - 912 0605 - Fair-poor in CHKT null w/non-ID "The Yankees play 
on Sports Radio 1430" and promo for 1430theteam.com web site. (MB-ON) 

WBLR SC Batesburg - 8/25 1025 - High school football game (the Panthers won 4@0). 
I 

Ad for golf course and insurance agency inBatesburg. Legal ID before oldies 
music. (RJ-NC) 

1460 WBKC OH PainesvilIe - 2045 8/ 15 - Local ads heard; ID; minor league baseball game I 

heard under Phillies game. (WM-MD) 
WKDW VA Manassas - 2048 8/16 - Potomac-Wilmington minor league baseball; Black 

gospel-sounding music also heard; ID. (WM-MD) 
1520 WKWH IN Shelbyville - 7/24 0650 -Surfaced with ID and into OLD music. Ex WSVL/ 

WOO0 for me OF-ON) 
1570 WANR OH Warren - 912 0635 - W/ad for Sterling-McCullough Funeral Home in War- 

ren, local wx for the Mahoning Valley. QSLed as WOKG in 1984. (MB-ON) 
1580 WZKY NC Albemarle - 8/ 14 2200 - Fair; jingle ID, oldies (The Doors, Beach Boys, etc.), 

over unID Spanish. (BC-NH) 
1610 TIS-1610 NC Holden Beach - 7/23 2216 -An "info-merical" which lasted about 5 minutes 

("Thsis Gary Staley with Access-One Mortgage - located just under the bridge 
on Holden Beach." Five minutes of info on buying and financing beach pmp- 
erty). Later in the week a "talking house" ad appeared on frequency from 
Coastal Development Realty for 269 Ocean Blvd West ... only $300K+!! (RJ- 

NewsRadio 7490 N C ~ )  

11 
1620 WTAW TX CoIlege Station - 814 2134-2203 -Fair at times u / o  WHLY with Astn)s basr- 

ball, legal ID at 2101. New. OF-ON) 
KPE 416 NC nr 1-77 - 1015 816 - NC Dept of Transportation Advisory Radio. Advisory of 

construction on 1-77 between mile markers 83.103. ID at end of tape loop. 
(RJ-NC) 

1630 WPEU?76lMD ? - 7/12 2150 - Fading up; sounded like 'WPEU". The 761 was clear. The 
male version of the MD HAR. Location/address? (SK-PA) 

PA Philadelphia - 7/20 2253- Tapeloop: "This is Philadelphia International 'Traffic 
Information Radio, o / u  weak KCJJ. (SK-PA) 

1650 KCNZ IA CedarRapids-- 6/25 2300- Fair with WHKT phased with ID as "KCNZ 1250 
ad 1650", into CBS News. Ex KDNZ. OF-ON) 

1700 WEUP AL Huntsville - 7/31 0041 - Fair at times over jumble with GOS music, ID'S. 
Another new ex-bander, making 1700 sound like a graveyard channel. OF- 
ON). 812 2020 Mostly fighting withusual strong WAFN, but did get a full ID. 
Hrd again 814 2300 w /  ID strong over WAFN. (RE-PA) 

+ AL Huntsville - 8/19 0915 - Call in prayer show 'WEUP Testimonials". Good 
signal. Pastor answered each call with "Hello, WEUP." (RJ-NC) 

1700 WPIC-749 PA Philadelphia - 813 1510 - Philadelphia Riverfmnt TIS formerly on 830 which 
was displaced by the strength of WEEU-830's signal after its move from 850. 
The only difference I note is that they don't at the moment seem to be using 
only the 'WPIC" part as an attempted ID. It's a relatively short continuous 
loop speaking of events and sights. (RE-PA) 

CONTRIBUTORS 
MB-ON Mike Brooker, Toronto, ON DXing in Musselman's Lake, ON (in York Region, approx. 45 

km north of downtown Toronto) Panasonic RFB-45 

BC-NH Bruce Conti, Nashua NHRSB, MWDX-5,100-ft wire, terminated I W f t  east sloping wire. 
RE-PA Russ Edmunds Blue Bell, PA HQ-150 w /  2' unamplified air-core loop 
JF-ON Jeff Falconer, Clinton, ON Drake RSB, 45' vertical, 120' random wire (noise reduced 

via 9:l xfmers), terminated EWE antenna, modified MFJ-1026, 
Timewave DSP-599zx 

HF-MI Harold Frodge, Midland MI Drake R8B + 85'1215' RW's, 125 ft. single loop Bearcat 
600XLT + RS Discone 

RJ-NC Russ Johnson, Lexington NC Sears SR2000, CCRadio, YB-mPE, 2010,803A, RS version 
of DT200V, 7600g Various loops 

RJ-NCp Russ Johnson, Holden Beach NC 
WM-MD William McGuire, Cheverly, MD DX-398 
RM-CI Ron Musco, Poquontick Collins ? 
AR-PQ Andy Rugg, Cornwall, PQ SONY ICF - 6500W73 

anded Band st 
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ALGERIA Ain-El-Beida, AUG 6 0017 - / / 549 with emotional Arabic male vocal; over Spain. 

DX Digest 
61 Wilcox Street 
Rochester, NY 14607-3832 

Fmeipn DX Catches. Times are UTC; fm EL1; subtract 5 hrs. 

I've been back to the Medium Wave side of things this week, and I'm happy to report reception of 
KQXX 1700 from Brownsville TX; not IDXD mateha1 ... but almost! Now that Miami is no longer 
Spanish, the KQXY signal comes through nicely with SS music and announcements. 

A portion of Erik Stromsted's report will be held over until next column. I've run out of time to 
include it all. 

Our family went to see the movie "Frequency" last weekend. I t  was fun to see a popular movie that 
uws the effed of an aurora on radio signals as the basis for the plot. As wcll, when was the last time 
you saw QSL cards used for scenery in a movie? In one respect the movie was implausible because the 
radio signals affected by the aurora traveled through time. On the other hand, I remember seeing an 
FM reception report on the Internet this summer dated the following day - 1 immediately congratu- 
lated our fnend for his reception for the future. New physics? Nope, it was a typo! Well, I hope the 
future has many DX blessings in store for you! JIW 

TRANS-ATLANTIC DX 
ALGERlA Bechar, AUG 4 0100 -Good signal, news, F AA newscaster. Also Germany under 
with news [Stromsted-MA] AUG 6 0158 -Arabic modem music similar to soft rock followed 
by AA news after pips at 0200 with husky female AA newscaster, loud S9+20. AUG 11 0135 - 
Two AA men in serious discussion. Signal strong S9+20. AUG 22 0308 - Arabic radio play? 
Man and woman shoutii~g at each other in AA. Strong signal. [Stromsted-MA] 
FRANCE RFI Alouis, AUG 06 0158 - EE man American vocal "I want you to get me some 
answers.." Jazz combo-Sax, drums fast tempo, loud-S9+30 SEP 01 0056 - Jazz pianefair sig- 
nal / / 1375 St Piem, huge signal S9t60. [Stromsted-MA] 
MOROCCO Radio Med.-Medi-1, Nador-AUG 04 0057 - Modem Arabic "rock" Fast tempo, 
M AA tenor vocal, drum & vibraphone? Good S9t20 signal. AUG 06 0205 Rock "Who I 
am...." The Boston Group, loud S9+25. [Stromsted-MA] 
GERMANY Europe 1 AUG 05 0206 - FF female lyrics, slow French rock " ... ByeBye..", loud- 
S9+30. Morning program, FF female teletalk with caller amid much laughter..AUG 06 0230 - 
man and woman with National news. Huge signal S9+40 loudest TA. [Stromsted-MA] 
ICELAND Rikisutvarpid, GufusMar, AUG 05 0054 - 'When the Saints go marching in", 
Louis h s t r o n g  classic, fair signal S9+15. AUG 13 0112 - Mostly American songs, rap and 
rock, no announcements, fair signal. AUG 07 0107 - S9+20 Loud rock: "Nothing is real" 
female American vocal, then soul music, and Icelandic rock band. AUG 22 0255 - spiritual " 
If you know. ..you can do it ... that speech on higher grnund ... He will lift you up.." then, 
Icelandic rock "..Gut, Gut (good, good?) Electronic music, loud S9+25. AUG 26 0050 "Some- \ 
thing is wrong with me ..." female and male American Blues, loud signal S9+25. SEP M 0036 
- piano medley of Broadway tunes.."Don't Blame Me" etc..Loud in full wide filter S9+25 
[Stromsted-MA] 
ENGLAND BBC synchros AUG 06 0207 -"Forest fires raging in Western U S  100,000 a m  

I 

blaze in Montana..Crews from Canada and Mexico plus US Army and Marines helping many 
evacuees. EE news reporter. 0224 male and female news anchors ..." World Cup protest by S. 
Africa against German victory dropped", loud, S9+20 / / 6175 (S9+60). SEP 06 0230 - Tennis 
results. Hingis wins match ...p oor signal / / 693 (loud) [Stromsted-MA] 
POLAND Polskie Radio Konstantynow, AUG 05 0237 - male Polish announcer, western mu- 
sic male vocal, poor signal - power line interference. News in Polish, male and female news- 
casters, weak S9. AUG 25 0249 - western music, female EE. Good signal S9+30. [Stromsted- 
MA1 -~ ~- 

IRELAND New Atlantic Clarkestown, AUG 05 0205 - Slow rock, EE vocal- 

I 
ists. "12in a mw..onlv on the newAtlantic252". bia simal-S9+35 [Stromsted- . -., 
MA1 
CZECH REPUBLIC Cesky Rozlas AUG 04 0226 - Rock with M vocal. 0230 
News in Czech, deep voiced male newscaster USB, S9.+10 poor. SEP 06 
0242 - teletalk, poor signal. 0243 more rock music with vocal, S9+15, aero 
beacon interfrmnce. [Stmmsted-MA] 

[Connelly'E-MA] 
ALGERIA Les Trembles, AUG 6 0017 - Arabic male vocal and strings; loud, over others. 
Konnelly'E-MA] AUG 22 0015 - Fair; music and Koranic recitations / 7153. [Conti-ME] SEP 
06 0034 Arabic music-poor / / 153, good. [Stromsted-MA] 
IRELAND RTE, Tullamore, AUG 6 0014 -Elton John or similar vocal with piano, then woman 
in English; good. AUG 6 0019 - Bing Crosby or similar 194U's nostalgic vocal with big-band 
jazz; good. [Connelly'E-MA] AUG 05 0217 -Fast blues, EE singer S9+20 good, splatter from 
570. S9+30 big signal! [Stromsted-MA] 
CANARY ISLANDS / / SPAIN RNE5 synchros, AUG 6 0009 -man with Spanish talk / / 738, 
then vocal music; fair. [Connelly'E-MA] 
SPAIN RNE1, Madrid, AUG 6 0008 - / / 738 with music, Spanish talk; good. [Connelly'E- 
MA1 
CANARY ISLANDS / / SPAIN RNEl synchros, AUG 6 0002 - Spanish news / / 1413; to 
good peak despite strong WZON-620. [Connelly'E-MA] 
SPAIN RNE1, La Coruna, AUG 6 0015 - dreamy new age music, then Spanish talk; over CBN 
het. [Connelly'E-MA] 
SPAIN RNE1, Badajoz et al., AUG 6 0021 -poor with tropical jazz / / stronger 639. [Connelly'E- 
MA1 
SPAIN RNE5, Madrid, AUG 6 0022 - / / 639 with bongo-drum jazz; fair, some WFAN slop. 
[Connelly'E-MA] 
PORTUGAL RDP, Lisboa, AUG 6 0023 - / / 8% with vocal &piano; poor. [Connelly'E-MA] 
NETHERLANDS R. 10, Lopik AUG 6 0028-'70sdisc0, then Dutch talk; to fair peak, thmugh 
WRKOslop. [Comelly'E-MA] AUG 02 0135 -ABeach Boys selection followed by some rock 
tunes. S9+15 at peak then faded away. SEP 05 0240 -American soft rock with female vocal, 
good peak S9+20 [Stromsted-MA] 
SPAIN RNEl, Sevilla, AUG 6 0027 -jazz / / 576,774: fair signal, but tough WRKO slop at 
times. [Connelly'E-MA] AUG 29 0058 -Teletalk show, S9t35 good signal! "Radio Nacional 
de Espana". SEP 01 0245 - SS female singer slow romantic song with Latin beat. Sep 02 0347 
- female SS vocal/rock, good signal, S9+25. [Shamsted-MA] 
UNITED KINGDOM BBC, Droitwich et al., AUG 6 0026 - news interview mentioning Rus- 
sians; poor to fair over jumble of others. [Connelly'E-MA] 
WESTERN SAHARA Laayoune, AUG 6 0025 - bits of Arabic talk; slopped. [Connelly'E- 
MA1 
SPAIN RNE1, Barcelona, AUG 6 0008 - / / 585 with Spanish talk and musical interludes; fair 
over CHCM slop. [Connelly'E-MA] 
SWITZERLAND RSR, Sottens, AUG 6 0007 - romantic 1950's style vocal; to fair peak. 
[Connelly'E-MA] 
EGYPT Abis, AUG 6 0005 - Arabic female vocal and violins; crushing Spain! [Connelly'E- 
MA1 
SPAIN RNEl synchros, AUG 6 0024 - / / 576 with tropical jazz with organ, saxophone. 
[Connell y'E-MA] 
unID AUG 22 2355 - Weak audio, Koranic recitations, likely Egypt or Morocco but I couldn't 
find any parallels for positive ID, although EMWG and WRTH list Egypt sign-off at 2330. 
[Conti-ME] 
SYRIA Tartus, AUG 6 0044 - Arabic vocal, strings, and drumming; rolling over Spain & 
Portugal. Good operiing to the eastern end of the Mediterranean at the time. [Connelly'E- 
MA] AUG 180059 - presumed this with chanting. talk, then military-stylemarch / anthem at 
sign-o& carrier cut at 0100. One of the strongest TA's noted on the dial this evening during 
generally marginal conditions [Comelly'R-MA] AUG 22 0045 - Good; discussion in Arabic 
followed by Koranic recitations, sign-oll at 0100 with brief announcement and militaristic 
march or anthem - not the Syria national anthem. I have a request out to EMWG comspon- 
dents to check this, as both WRTH and EMWG list.Syria sign-off at 0045 on this frequency. 
Reception report also sent to Damascus for previous AUG 18 logging from Rockport, Massa- 
chusetts to try to confirm that this isindeed Syria. [Conti-ME] Not received at 
least by me so far. Syria follows summertime and signs off one hour earlier, at 
about 2340, so this is not Syria. I checked the frequency at 0100 last Friday but all 
I heard was Germany and Spain. Did you/were you able to check parallels for 
ALG on SW/MW? ENRS Djanet with 5 kW would be a nice catch! [Mauno Ritola, 
Finland,, e-mail to Bruce] 



AZORES RDP, Pico da Barrosa, AUG 5 2332 - emolional (aln~osl operatic) female vocal and 
strings; poor. [Connelly'E-MA1 AUG 180220 -Portuguese ta1k;poor with het fromcanaries- 
837. [Connelly'R-MA] AUG 22 2345 -Good; mcklpop music, man in Portuguese, strong het 
against 837. [Conti-ME] 
CANARY ISLANDS / / SPAlN COPE synchn~s, AUG 6 OU52 - Spanish talk by woman / I  
1296; poor. [Connelly'E-MA] 
ITALY RA1 Radio Due, Rome AUG 23 0525 - Fair; pop music, woman in Italian, couldn't 
hear 6060 parallel because of interference from whatever was on 6065. [Conti-ME] 
SPAIN RNE synchros AUG 23 0515 - Exccllcnt; talk in Spanish, hugc signal interfering with 
850 and 860 domestics. [Conti-ME] AUG 5 2330 - man with Spanish newstalk; starting to 
fade up. [Comelly'E-MA] 
EGYPT Santah, AUG 6 0045 - stem, serious Arabic talk (sermon ?) by man. [Comelly'E- 
MA1 
FRANCE R.Bleue, Paris AUG 23 0615 - Poor; man and woman in French 11 1206. [Conti- 
ME1 
CANARY lSLANDS / / SPAlN COPE synchros, AUG 6 0034 - Spanish talk; overlunder UK. 
[Comelly'E-MA] AUG 18 0113 - Spanish teletalk; fair. [Comelly'R-MA] 
UNITED KINGDOM BBC Wales, Washford, AUG 6 0034 - English talk; mixed with Canar- 
ies-Spain. [Comelly'E-MA] 
ALGERIA Algiers, AUG 5 2329 - female Arabic vocal; fair with WBPS phased. [Comelly'E- 
MA1 
FRANCE R.Bleue, Toulouse AUG 23 0610 - Good; easy listening French vocal 11 1206. 
[Conti-ME] 
ALGERIA Radiodif. Algerieme, Algiers, AUG 5 2327 -Arabic male vocal in deep baritone; 
poor to fair, separated from 980 mess by using the rtgenerativeoutput stage in the Supxphaser- 
1 phasing unit. [Comelly*E-MA] 
SPAIN SER synchros, AUG 6 0035 - / / 1575 with teletalk; poor. [Connelly'E-MA] 
MOROCCO Sebaa-Aioun, AUG 5 2321 -Arab string music, drums, vocal; to good peak atop 
Spain. (Comelly'E-MA] 
SPAIN SER synchros, AUG 6 0036 - / / 1575 with'60s-type light pop music, then woman in 
Spanish; excellent. [Comelly'E-MA] 
DENMARK Danmarks Radio, Kalundborg AUG 23 0355 - Good; pop/ rock music, man in 
Danish, fanfare into news. [Conti-ME] 
UNITED KINGDOM Talk Sport synchros, AUG 6 0038 - sports talk; fair with jumpy fades, 
WBAL phased. [Comelly'E-MA] 
SPAlN RNE5 synchros, AUG 6 0039 - / / 576 with Latin American style jazz (brass, flutes, I 
conga drums, piano); good / dominant. [Comelly'E-MA] 
SPAIN RNE5 synchros, AUG 6 0040 - / / 1098 with tropical jazz. There was also a substan- 
tial-strength unmodulated carrier and bits of an Arabic station mixing in. [Comelly'E-MA] 
SPAlN SER synchros, AUG 6 0042 - I /  1044 with fast Spanish talk by man. [Comelly'E- 
MA1 ! 
SPAlN RNE5 synchros, AUG 6 0047 - / / 738 with Spanish talk; poor with WBBR slop. 
[Comelly'E-MA] 
unID AUG 23 0330 - Strong camer but weak audio, man and woman in unidentified lan- 
guage, Belgium or Hungary? [Conti-ME] 
SPAlN EI, Vitoria AUG 23 0320 -Good; continuous easy listening/instrumental music. [Conti- 
ME1 
unID AUG 6 0050 - Koranic vocal. Suspected to be Morocco, per information from Euro- 
pean DXers. [Comelly*E-MA] 
FRANCE R.Bleue, Bordeaux AUG 23 0605 - Good; man and woman I 

with news in Fwnch. [Conti-ME] 
PI ... ,. -... -... - 

ISRAEL KOL Israel, Haifa AUC 22 2350 - Fair; telephone talk in He- 
bww, string music, and theme from 2001 Space Odyssey at the top of 
the hour into news. [Conti-ME] 
LIBYA Tripoli, AUG 5 2314 - man in Arabic, then a p u p  vocal; fair 
audio on strong carrier about an hour before sunset. [Comelly'E-MA] 
AUG 19 2352 - Arabic music; in slop. TA conditions below average 
tonight.[Connell y'O-MA] 
SPAIN COPE, Valencia, AUG 6 0052 - / / 837 with woman in Spanish; 
fair. [Ctmnelly'E-MA] 
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NORWAY NRK, Kvitsoy, AUG 18 0133 - rock music, then man and woman in Norwegian; to 
good peak. [Comelly'R-MA] AUG 23 0150 - Good; pop/folk music, man in Norwegian 
except when announcing the title and artist of the song "Love Is In The Air" by John Paul 
Young. [Conti-ME] 
SPAIN Arganda, AUG 6 0053 - bits of female vocal, then Spanish talk; badly chopped by 
CKBC. [Co~elly'E-MA] 
unID AUG 6 0055 - Middle Eastern sounding music with strings; poor. European DXers 
have suggested P h n  (Kosovo) as a possibility withits Albanian programming. [Comelly'E- 
MA1 
GUINEA R. Rurale, Labe, AUG 19 2348 - African-accented French talk by man; poor to fair 
with WPLM phased. [ComellygO-MA] 
SPAIN RNE5 synchros, AUG 6 0002 - / / 621 with Spanish news; mixing with second sta- 
tion. [Comelly'E-MA] 
ALGERIA Algiers, AUG 5 2357 - monster canier with thin (almost non-existent) audio; 
Germany audible well under. [Comelly'E-MA] 
SPAIN SER synchros, AUG 5 2356 - / 1 1575 with light pop American-style female vocal, 
then man in Spanish; to good peak [Connelly'E-MA] 
SAUDI ARABIA BSIGA, Jeddah, AUG 18 0136 - Koranic recitation; fair through WNRB 
slop. [Comelly'R-kfA] 
GREECE ERA Chania (Khania), Crete AUG 23 0215 - Fair; telephone talk in Greek, in diffi- 
cult to maintain null on WNRB 1510 interfmce. [Conti-ME] 
SAUDI ARABIA BSIGA, Duba, AUG 5 2252 - male Koranic vocal; already very loud more 
than an hour before sunset ! It was at least 20 dB stronger than any other Trans-Atlantic 
signal noted at the time. [Comelly'E-MA] AUG 19 2247 - het fade-in. [Comelly'O-MA] 
SPAIN SER, Castellon, AUG 5 2351 - / I  1575 with man & woman in Spanish; very good 
(Saudi off at this time). [Comelly'E-MA] 
SAO TOME E PRINClPE VOA Relay, Pinheira, JUL 29 0300 - good (way over WSAI) at sign- 
on with Yankee Doodle marching band music and ID by man ''This is the Voice of America". 
News followed. This was heard outside the Oceanview I m  in Gloucester, MA during Ben 
Dangerfield's visit to the area. [Comelly'GMA] 
VATICAN Vatican R., AUG 5 2350 -interval music, then a woman gave "Radio Vaticana" ID; 
dominant with WDJZIWVBF (both to the west) in cardioid array null. [Comelly'E-MA] 
AUG 23 0545 -Fair; man in French with "catholique" mentions, gone by 0600, in WSAI null. 
[Conti-ME] 
SPAIN SER, ManresaIElche, AUG 5 2347 - / / 1575 with SER Spanish newstalk; mixed with 
unm station (Germany ?). [Comelly'E-MA] 
KUWAIT VOA, Kuwait City, AUG 5 2341 - US man & woman with an interview: talk about 
someone who "died of a broken heart", then mention of "large amount of federal funding"; 
fair. [[Comelly'E-MA] 
ALGERIA RASD Clandestine, lindouf, AUG 5 2345 - male Arabic talk, then a Berber female 
vocal with accompaniment by what sounded like a ram's horn (or synthesized imitation). 
Signal was good and actually aided by WNTN's blank camer being present at about equal 
level (de facto "exalted carrier" audio enhancement during fades). Het from VOA-1548 rr- 
duced by tunlng to higher side. [Connelly'E-MA] 
unlD AUG 19 2343 - bits of Mideast-sounding female vocal at low audio level; jumpy signal 
with polar-flutter type fade pattern. Probably Iran, though possibly India on greyline en- 
hancement. [Comelly'OMA] 
SPAIN SER synchros, AUG 5 2347 - / / 1539 with man & woman in Spanish; over apparent 
Arabic music station. [Comelly'E-MA] 
CEUTA RadiOle, AUG 5 2254 - pop vocal; fair, fading up, hetted by SER-15M. [Comelly'E- 
MA1 
GERMANY RFE Holzkirchen AUG 21 2350 - Fair; man and woman in Slavic language, clas- 
sical music to the top of the hour. [Conti-ME] 
SPAIN AUG 5 2 3 6  - EI Vitoria and SER net stations at about 
equal strength. [Connelly'E-MA] 

PAN-AMERICAN DX 
'TURKS & CAlCOS R. Vision Cristiana, AUG 6 MI18 - psalm 
with response sequence: repeatedly a man said a short sentence, 
then a woman responded with a similar length sentence; loud 



signal. [Connelly'E-MA] AUC 19 2200 - Spanish religon noted weak on groundwave; over 
Weston, MA and Atlantic City, NJ TIS stations. [Comelly'O-MA] 
PUERTO RICO WPAB Ponce AUG 22 0400 - Fair; "Cadena Radio Puerto Rico" network ID 
and telephone talk in WKE null. [Conti-ME] 
VENEZUELA WKE Mundial, Caracas AUC 22 0357 - Fair; "En WKE, once cincuenta y 
siete minutos, hora Mundial" time check and merengue music. [Conti-ME] 
ST. KlTTS & NEVIS ZlZ, Basseterre, AUG 6 0016 - Caribbean English talkshow; fair. 
[Comelly'E-MA] AUG 20 0017 - bouncy soca vocal and a Caribbean DJ who frequently 
talked over the music. Gwd signal. [Comelly'O-MA] 
PUERTO RlCO WKAQ San Juan, AUG 20 0015 - jazz interlude, then WKAQ jingle and 
Spanish talk mentioning several cities in Puerto Rico; good, dominant. [Connelly'O-MA] 
AUG 22 0020 - Good; ad string with many Puerto Rico mentions, "Cadena Radio Reloj" ID. 
[Conti-ME] 
CUBA R. Rebelde, CMKV, Urbano Noris, AUG 20 0010 - / / 710 with operatic male vocal; 
huge. [Connelly'O-MA] 
COLOMBIA R Difusora Naaonal, AUG 29 1000 - long instrumental NA into SS male ID over 
instrumental music bed into cumbia-influenced bachata. Have noted allnighter bachata here 
irregularly, wonder if they extend 24 hr sometimes. Poorlfair through WIOD. [Crawford- 
FLI 
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BRAZIL R. Record, ZYH888, Fortaleza, AUG 18 0102 - Portuguese preaching, folk-style 
hymn; briefly good over apparent Guyana. Later the channel became a total jumble. 
[Comelly'R-MA] 

CUBA R. Propso, AUG 20 0114 - / / 640 with oId-fashioned slow male Spanish vocal; 
under WPRO/ WSKN. [Connelly'O-MA] 
PUERTO RICO WSKN, San Juan, AUG 20 0020 - Spanish discussion of local municipd 
governments and regional affairs; good with WPRO phased. [Connelly'O-MA] AUG 22 0030 
- Fair; telephone talk in Spanish through WPRO/CFCY. [Conti-ME] 
CUBA R. Propso, Guanabacoa / LasTunas, AUG 20 0114 -romantic old-style vocal / / 630; 
dominant. [Comelly'O-MA] 
VENEZUELA Union Radio, Puerto la Cnu. AUG 22 0205 - Good; "U~lion Radio, el srrvicio 
Latinoamerica ..." and baseball report mentioning the Baltimore Sun on the Internet. [Conti- 
ME1 
COLOMBIA RCN Antena Dos, Bogota AUG 22 0430 - Fair; "Antena Dos, Colombia" ID and 
salsa music. [Conti-ME] 
VENEZUELA R. Rumbos, WLL, Caracas, AUG 20 0009 -Venezuela news; fair. [Comell y*O- 
MA! AUC, 22 0,302 - G o d  "Once dns minuton, hora Rumhos" time check. rumhia music. 
r P - - L  a m - i  ~LuL.u-L"**, 
P T n A  D D - L - 1 . J -  A a ----- A T T P  3.4 C-:-. M D - L - 1 . J -  1- L L - L - - - , J  T m  - -A U..- 
LUUA r\.l\cvciuc, m ~ u y u  r u c k c u o  a u u  12 VLNU - 1-1, IIC-LUG, IU I I ~ V L U L ~  IU U L C U  ICT 

i 
mance a ia media noche" romantic music pmgram. [Conti-irij I 

I 
PUERTO RICO WAPA, San Juan, AUG 20 0005 -Spanish news including a report about the j 
sunken Russian nuclear submarine. then 'Wapa" jingle and spoken loud, actually over 
x k r n v n  - L A -  L-- r~ ---- t t - . * n  a r  . t c ~ w  wutr ul u d r  u u t c .  I L U L U L ~ L L Y  U - ~ V L A ~  
Aiu'GiiiiiA Caribbean Beacon, T'ne Vaiiey, AiiG M W T  - strong and aione on hannei with 
preacher (I I 6090) who referred to "National Enquirer type journalism". [Connelly'O-MA] 
AIJG 22 03111 - Faic altematinz hetween Enelish and Spanish translation fmm Exodt~; in 
C?JT  xi::. [Coii"u-MEi 
P ~ W A  n n r --.- 11 ---- A T T P ~ A ~ ~ ? ~  E-:-.A L--.L--~.A--L:L-L-.LL 
~ u u n  *\.I ~ u g n e a u , ~ u r e ~ ~ c u t u a n u u  IT udlu- I c u ~ ,  u u c u r r c r t ~ a  y n e a r u ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ u r s  vy r~ce platters 
i i 640 & 890 in CiNF nuii. [Conu-Nlij 
VENEZUELA R.Popular, Maracaibo AUG 15 0110 - Poor; many Popular IDS through pre- 
s~umed R.Net-Colornhia!R.Sur-Vene7uela melee in WL.W n,lll. 
~ 7 1 7 x 7 1 7 7 ~ 7 ~ ~  A D c..- n .- A V T P  -- n q - n  E-:-. ,,I- - - - -I  -.---L.. J - T ,  7 - , I  T 
v n - L - b L u b b n  ~\.clul, 1 uci tu u I  u- nu- LL u ~ L u  - 1 -1, n a  -1tm 5q+uttc uc  v c L t c * u v x a  ID. 
[Conii-iGEj 
CUBA R. Rebelde synchros, AUG 20 0010 - / / 600 with operatic vocal; under WOR. 
[Connell y'O-M A] 

COLOMBIA RCN, HJAJ, Barranquilla, AUG 20 0126 - / / 770 with news in Spanish about 
Colombia; atop Cuban Reloi and low arowl. IComellv'O-MA1 AUG 220105 - Fair; "la radio 

x w r E x T V 7 r  T F  LWLL,ULLA G-ieni7;2 72% I'or~ziiz~ ALIG 22 3135 - Goad; ":a hora CF--'-" L L ~ L C L C  "  me ch?c& "en 
ju aiitoirtiivil, eii la ~ f id~ i i  ,... meiite 725." iConti-?vEj 
n r ~ c n ~ n n v ~ n  I A ~ A T P  c-- T A T Y P  -- n q c n  P--.J.  M ~ - . J : -  n . . . . ~ ~  n:-- t . .  r U L * \ L ~  LULU r r n r ~  ~ a ~ c j u a ~ t n u u  LL U L ~ V  - UUUU, I\~UIU 1 UUIU ~UCII, LO 

primera cadena'. over u n E  saisa. [Conti-iviEj la R ~ I O  
VENEZUELA RCR, WKS, Caracas, AUG 18 0110 - Caracas newstalk, RCR I 'Me,pcllpy 
ID: good, !Cnnnelly'R-MA! AIJC, 22 01% -Good; "RCR 7.50" ID, news fnlm / ~ E Q A M  I ~ R K H Z  

P - - - P Q C  LuuLu, m d  "RCI? Ir.tcm~donr?!" p~m::. !Ccnti-ME] I I U I U U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ,,,- , J.,n.lL..-"_." 
w 1-n *on rn 

Cu5A R.Prug~t.w, T~i~liddd AUG 14 O5X - PUUI.; 11~bidlgi~ b d l ~  i i 64u, o m ,  I . r.A,, ,. %.." 

m? ..7,8m,.,.. 

6z 890 under WSB. [Contl-NH~ I ,,. F;:\ ,." 

de colombiar';ingles over rkmble. [~gnti-ME] AUG i4 0205 - s man and woman with news, 
shong S9+30 with WSB way under. [Shomsted-MA] (WJR, not WSB, 1 presume - Jim) 
CUBA R. Reloj, Las Mercedes & Guanabacoa, AUG 20 OOO1- Reloj ticks and beeps; in mess. 
[Comelly'O-MA] 
COLOMBIA RCN, HJJX, Bogota, AUG 20 0127 - / / 760 with Colombian news; under WABC. 
[Comelly'O-MA] AUG 22 0103 - Good; "RCN momente deportivo" and "la radio de Co- 
lombia" ID, over WABC. [Conti-ME] SEPT 1,0620-0630 - good wlnewscast, "R-C-N ID'S 
and ads. Mixing with RJR, with usual Jamaican callers. [Krueger-FL] 
VENEZUELA R. Coro, WMN, Coro, AUG 20 0112 - Radio Coro ID emerged out of a huge 
pile-up of Latin American signals. [Connelly'O-MA] AUG 14 0510 - Fair; "...Radio Coro, 
patrimonio de la communidad" and "para bailar. .. Radio Corn" jingle, latino pop music, over 
WBBM. [Conti-NH] 
VENEZUELA Ecos del Torbes, San Cristobal AUG 15 0030 - Fair; "Ecos Cidismo" bicyding 
talk program (bicycling is a popular sport in Venezuela), full ID "Esta es Ecos del Torbes ... 
WOC 4980 kilohertz, banda de 60 mehos, WOD 780 kilohertz onda large, 50 kilowatios, 
WSC %40 kilohertz la banda international de 30 metros, en San Cristobal, Venezuela ... Ecos 
del Torbes, el sonido mejor de 10s Andes." [Conti-NH] 
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES PJB, Trans World Radio, Bonaire, SEPT 2 07140716 - good in 
passing with PP preacher. [KruegerFL] 
BAHAMAS ZNS3, Freeport, AUG 20 0111 - US-type soul vocal, then black DJ took phone 
calls from local listeners; overlunder WGY. [Comelly'O-MA] 
ST. KITE & NEVIS TBN, Basseterre, AUG 18 0112 - / 1 7510 with black Baptist preacher; 
over WCRNICFJR. [Connelly'R-MA] AUG 30 0920 - local pgming, Carib EE woman with 
UTC-4 timechecks, morning greetings between old American anglo gospels. Pwr  thru Reloj 
even on 500 ft longwire. [Crawford-FL] 
CUBA R Reloj, AUG 31 0918 - R. Reloj morse thru WRUFIetc. [Crawford-FL] 
VENEZUELA RQ-910, WRQ, Caracas, AUG 20 0024 -'erreh-am' (RQ) slogan, Spanish talk; 
atop jumble. [Comelly'O-MA] AUG 16 0412 - Fair; "Q-AM IDS and salsa music through 
WNEZ rap music and WRNL. [Conti-NH] 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Estereo 920 (pmumed ID), AUG 30 0940 - SS man chatter, bachatas, 
UTC-4 timechecks, good peaks well over channel rumble. 0945 "buenos dfas Santo Domingo, 
buenos dfas Repliblica Dominicans." Not generous on actual IDS though. [Crawford-FL] 
PUERTO RICO WEKO "Radio Puerto Rico", SEP 1 0935 - listed as Cabo Rojo, 0935 SS man 
with news punctuated by many ads, 0941 ID UTC-4 timechecks, good peaks. [Crawford-FL1 
CUBA R. Reloj, AUG 20 0123 - Reloj program slugging it out with CINW/WIPR/ W N N  
mix. [Comelly'O-MA] 
COLOMBIA RCN Cartagena AUG 16 0300 -Good; "RCN la radio de Colombia" jingles and 
"Nocturna R C N  news. [Conti-NH] 
VENEZUELA Mundial Margarita, WRS, La Asuna6n, AUG 20 0031 - brassy salsa music; 
loud. [Comelly'O-MA] AUG 16 0250 - Fair; time check " ... hora Mundial," Latino pop vc- 
cals, through KDKA. [Conti-NH] 
COLOMBlA unID city, AUG 20 0121 -news in Spanish with many Bogota mentions; to good 
peakover 300 Hz het from KYW and Cuba on 1060.0. I'm now 99% sure that this chr~nically- 
off-channel station is a Colombian, but the "which one" question still remains until a positive 
ID is heard. [Connelly'O-MA] 
COLOMBIA Emisora Atlantico, Barranquilla AUG 16 0150 - Fair; Emisora Atlantico jingle, 
time check Barranquilla mention, salsa music, with CBA nulled out. [Conti-NH] 
VENEZUELA Mundial Zulia, Maracaibo AUG 16 0215 - Fair; "Mundial Zulia, la lider en 
sintonia," acmrdian/ranchera music. [Conti-NH] 
VENEZUELA R. Barcelona, WQJ, Barcelona, AUG 19 2357 - 
Radio Barcelona ID; fair, dominant. [Connelly'O-MA] 
VENEZUELA Union R., WSZ, Caracas, AUG 18 0047 - Union radio :'::,9 
Radio mention, fast newstalk; good, over WBAL. [Connelly'R- 
MA] AUG 22 0510 - Poor; "Union Radio ... 24 horas" promo ~ L I M P I C A  
through WBALICKKW. [Conti-ME] ---- -.-- 

I 



ANTlGUA R. ZDK, St. John's, AUG 18 0044 -Caribbean accent talkshow, local commercial; 
good, over low growl. [Comelly'R-MA] 
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES PJL-3 R.Caribe, Willemstad AUG 16 0105 - Very tentative; 
thought I heard Radio Caribe ID in newsbreak by soft-spoken woman, Spanish vocals. With 
everything else including CARACOL-Colombia and WTAM nulled, this signal was barely 
above the noise floor and readable only for a few minutes before being buried by CARACOL 
and domestics. [Conti-NH] (If so, first time reported here - Jim) 
VENEZUELA R. Carupano, WQT, Carupano, AUG 180054 - "en Carupano !" mention, into 
romantic adult-contemporary vocal; excellent. [Connelly'R-MA] 
VENEZUELA La Voz del Caribe, Porlamar, AUG 19 2335 - announcer said "Buenos noches 
Porhmar."; over growl from unID on 1139.59. [Connelly'O-MA] 
BERMUDA VSB3 Hamilton AUG 23 0140 - Fair; BBC World Service "Focus On Faith report 
about intolerance in Australia and Inda I / 9590. [Conti-ME] 
COLOMBIA CARACOL, HJNW, Cartagena, AUG 18 0150 - Colombia news; dominant. 
[Connelly'R-MA] AUG 16 0020 - Good; ads for Aguila beer, "para Colombia ... para Uru- 
guay" mentions in sports commentary. [Conti-NH] 
CUBA R.Reloj, Nueva Gerona AUG 15 0135 - Weak under strong R.Rebelde-Cuba signal 
with no sign of WHAM. [Conti-NH] 
MEXICO XERV, Villahermosa, Tabasco, SEIT 2 104@1106 - "R - ("Klla?") near tune in, lots 
of rancheras, Villahermosa store ads. Across top of hour without formal call letters ID, NA or 
the like. Ad block again from 1103, the first beginning with "Atencion Tabasco ..." Very good. 
[Krueger-FL] 
CUBA R Revoluaon, Palma Soriano, Santiago de Cuba, SEPT 1 0647-0657 - Mexican and 
bolero music fills, live male dj with frequent IDS, woman with canned ID referenced "F-M 
(but frequency not copied, and none previously entered on my list), into man talk regarding 
"grupo Moncada." Caribe-1270 also noted running all night (with usual overmod audio, 
and Reloj transmitter underneath as well). Also noted Revoluaon in passing on Sept 2 at 
1012, and 1210 parallel making it then. Strong, both times. [Krueger-FL] 
VENEZUELA WOZ, Caracas, AUG 18 0059 - Radiotiempo ID through nulled WKOX. 
[Connelly'R-MA] 
VENEZUELA R. Anzoategui, WZT, Barcelona, AUG 19 2324 -local ads; mixing with WPHT. 
AUG 19 2337 - "Anmategui A M  slogan; good with WPHT nulled. (Comelly'O-MA] 
BERMUDA VSB2 Hamilton, AUG 19 2350 -hymn by choir; good, way over WADOI WFAU/ 
WEIM pile. [Connelly'O-MA] 
CUBA R Taino, SEPT 3 0538-C402 - is indeed running 24h, so might be heard by others be- 
yond FL. Cuban oldie vocals, female SS dj and ID 0559, then the usual top of hour SS woman 
and EE man ID ("This is R Taino, Tour Radio from Havana, broadcasting 24 hours a day"). 
Fair on peaks, mixing with weaker domestics and an unID LAm. [Krueger-FL] 
CUBA R Cadena Agramonte, Rodolfo Ramirez Esquivel, Camaguey, SEIT 3 0519-0538 - also 
notied running all night (still there after 0600 recheck), Cuban oldie vocals, male ID'S. Have 
not been able to hear Agramonte on 1580 for ages, wonder if they are still there? [Krueger- 
FLI 
ST. PIERE ET MIQUELON RFI, SEP 01 0056 - huge signal S9+60 / / 162 Alouis, jazz piano 
(fair signal ). [Stromsted-MA] 
ST. PIERRE ET MIQUELON RFO, AUG 6 0054 -Caribbean style (soca / 7 ~ u k )  music; good. 
[Connelly'E-MA] 
UNIDENTIFIED, SEIT 2, 1819-1821 - in tuning past 1450, noted that WSBP-Sarasota was 
malfunctioning. with open carrier only. A weak SS station was audible under the carrier, 
with man and woman patter over piano filler. Quickly checked local stations running SSP at 
this bme (680,760,820,1300,1490 and 1500), and not a mixing prod- 
uct. Once the audio was back up at 1821, hopeless. Domestic? Or 
Cuban? [Krucgcr-FL] 
MEXICO XEDF Cadena Radio Uno, Mexico, DF, SEIT 2 1027-1034 - 
tune in to male canned "Cadena Naaonal Radio Uno - Radio For- 
mula" then into SS version of 50's/6O's pops. Another canned ID, 
"Cadena Radio Uno radial, desde la dudad de Mewco." Very good. 
[Krueger-FL] 
VENEZUELA R. Dos Mil, WRZ, Cumana, AUG 19 2340 -romantic 
ballad, then a "Dos Mil" slogan; over WTOP. (Connelly'O-MA] AUG 
22 0448 - Fair; "Radio Dos Mil, cuarenta y ocho minutos" time check, 
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"Por Radio Mil ..." ID, salsa and romantic music. [Conti-ME] 

1530 MEXICO XEUR "15-W, Mexico, DF, SEPT 2,10141027 -seemingly automated format, with 
male "15-30" and "onda media 15-30" ID'S between elevator music instrumentals, ad block 
for Mexico stores, EZL EG vocal at 1026. Very good. [Krueger-FL] 

1580 VENEZUELA @AM unknown site AUG 22 0335 - Fair; salsa music, many "Q-AM" IDS and 
mentions of RQ, apparently simulcasting Q-AM 910 Caracas. [Conti-ME] 

1580 COLOMBLA HJQZ, Barranquilla, AUG 18 0140 -Spanish talk, Barranquilla mentions;mixed 
with 1 or 2 other Latin Americans. [Comelly'R-MA] 

1630 ARGENTINA R. Red 92, Buenos Aires, AUG 20 0117 - Spanish pop vocal, talk; slightly over 
unID US station. [Connelly'O-MA] 

Bnrce speaks: 'To be or not to be ... The ionosphere must be in a state of confusion, undecided on 
whether or not to be auroral. Like what was experienced during the Rockport, Massachusetts "DX 
Clams" DXpedition last week (AUG 17-18), both nights of a final summer Maine DXpedition (AUG 
21-23) started out with a brief transatlantic opening quickly fading to auroral-like followed by improv- 
ing transatlantic conditions. I didn't take any notes on most of the typical signals frum Spain that have 
already been heavily reported over the summer, instead concentrating on more challenging signals. 
There was a good transmitter site dawn enhancement producing signals from Italy and France. The 
south wire must have been aimed directly at Puerto Rico, heard on a number of frequenaes. No sign 
of Cuba except for R.Rebelde on 1180. Next visit to mid-coast Maine on Columbus Day /Canada Thanks- 
giving weekend, weather permitting." 

STATION NEWS 
CANARY ISLANDS: 1008 R Las Palmas changed network from La Voz to Onda Cero. REOM, Arranz 

Sanz, EuroLog 30.7.2000; via ARC Info Desk, AUG 2000 e-mail] 
CHINA: Over the last days I have had an amazingly strong reception of a Chinese-speaking station on 

1377 Khz. Especially on august 30th I noted a very very strong singnal at 2100 UTC on 1377 
AM, the programme was in parallel to the CNR 1-programme on 7935 SW. The signal was so 
strong that I can hardly believe this was coming from China and I thought: well maybe some 
DX'ers are fooling us and have rented a tx somewhere in Europe to relay the px from 7935!! 
But: many other European DX'ers have logged it as well(for instance Christoph Mayer, Mauno 
Ritola and Max van Arnhem amongst others logged it before me) and 1 have not heard any- 
thing on European relays of this Chinese programme, so this must have been an amazing 
DX-calch, all the way frum China! There is still nothing definite aboul Lhe exacl localion of 
this k Fuijian is mentioned and so is Urumqi. Anyone an idea?? It someone wants to hear 
how strong I heard this station here in Holland on august 30th, I have a 46 Kb-file available 
for anyone interested. Also 1 have a 13BKB file of the same station logged and recorded on 
sept. 2nd 2000 at 2100 UTC with the top-of-the-hour pmcedm. Signal is still strung, but not 
amazingly strong as on August m!! [Julius Hermans, Netherlands, in Medium Wavt. Circle 
e-mail] 

CUBA: Several comments about Harley's station on 950 reported last time: "Actually, the 950 trans- 
mitter site is likely in the Habana m a ,  that is, within Ciudad de la Habana province. This 
per my monitoring ever since the signal appeared at much greater level (local level, in [act, 
daytime at my location) quite awhile back. Some months ago (in IDXD), Osvaldo Rodriguez 
of Radio Reloj confirmed all the transmitter sites, and listed Ciudad de la Habana for 950. It 
is believed per his list, and my observations here in Cleanvater and the Keys, that there is no 
Sancti Spiritus Reloj site (that is to say a 2nd transmitter site) my  more. The old listed 1 kW 
power is certainly incorrect as well; 950 is on par with 590, ti40 and 1180 as the strongest 
transmiters fmm (he western half of Cuba." [Krueger-FL] "Regarding your remark about 
only one station in Sancti Spiritus, there is a new one lrported by Granma wcbsite July 22 via 
EBCM, Voz de Yaguajay, Lhe 65th station in [he counlry, initially on Lhe air ONE-1300 local 
(time misconverted to UT but should be 12KL1700), 1 kW, from the town of Yaguajay. Will 
expand to 18 hpd and add .Wwatt FM. No frequencies mentioned!" [Glenn H a i ~ s ~ r ]  

DENMARK: 1062 R Denmark have advised me that they broadcast 5 mins of 
IIX ill EngIish Mon-Fri a1 0740 on 243 and 1062; a1 0900,1510, and 2000 
on 1062. [IT in WDXC Aug, Contact Jul30, via BC-DX; via ARC lnfo 
Desk, AUG 2000 e-mail) 

FALKLAND ISLANDS: "At Approximately 11:00 AM on Monday, 07 August $ 
2000 the Medium Wave transmitter owned by the Falkland Islands 
Government was clipped by a Tornado Aircraft. The mast was dam- 
aged to the extent that Medium Wave transmissions wem knocked 



out. The aircraft was returning from a routine sortie over Stanley Airport shortly before the 
accident occurred. According to a Military spokeswoman the aircraft was returning to Mount 
Pleasant when it took evasive action in order to avoid collision with a civilian plane. She 
went on to say that Military authorities are investigating the accident and that the pilot and 
crew did not receive any injuries. There was some damage to one wing of the aircraft, how- 
ever. A full report will be forthcoming." [J. Brock (Falkland Islands News Network), n6kuy / 
rec.radio.shortwave, via Paul Bowery in Medium Wave Circle e-mail] 

FRANCE: According to a message in fr.rec.radio 'Radio Bleue' becomes 'France Bleu' on September 
4th. [Piet Pijpers in Medium Wave Circle e-mail] Yes, so it will ... And all local stations on FM 
(and the few that also use MW) will change names too. For instance Radio France Alsace on 
1278 kHz will be known as "France Bleu Alsace". Actually Radio France are integrating three 
programmes into a single one: Radio Bleue, Le Mouv and the network of local and regional 
stations become a single network called France Bleu. Also the MW network will now be on 24 
hours a day, another instance of how stupid the guys who run Radio France are. When FM 
and MW carried different programmes they would close down most (sometimes all) MW 
station after 7 PM local time. Now that they carry the same stuff they leave them on... What 
for? Also I'm afraid that in the long run the FIP iletwork will merge into "France Bleu". Oh 
and BTW, maybe someone ought to teach those idiots at Radio France a bit of French gram- 
mar and spelling because in correct French the station should be called "France Bleue" and 
not "bleu". [Remy Friess in Mediitm Wave Circle e-mail] 

GERMANY: 576 From August 28 Mega-Radio will broadcast wgular programmes from a studio at 
Schwerin daily between 6 AM and midnight (04W27.00) on WBbbelin 576. It is intented to 
start broadcasting on its other allocated frequencies within the next six months. This acc. 
managing director Horst Bork, who is annoyed that he has to do without Jiilich-702 and , 
Nordkirchen-655 but states that Mega-Radio thanks to good relationships with CLT-UFA has : 
an option to use Mamach-1440. ["Kabel & Satellit" edition 32/00 via Kai Ludwig; via ARC I 
Info Desk AUG 2000 e-mail] The other allocated frequenaes include Braunschweig 630, Ber- , 
lin 693, Dresden/ Wilsdruff 1431 and Burg 1575. The Braunschweig channel, which was until " 

a few years ago on air h m  Dannenberg instead, is a daytimer only and to be operated with ! 
100 kW from the existing MW site at Scheppau (that's the exact location of what is usually 
called either Braunschweig or Konigslutter, actually the site is located in between these towns). 
Intentions for the other frequencies acc. previous Bork statements: 693 with 200 kW h m  the I 

Zehlendorf site as further operation of high power transmitters at Berlin-Uhlenhorst is pro- 
hibited by the senate of Berlin; 1431 h m  Wilsdruff with 250 kW day and 150 kW night as 
permitted by the Geneve plan, 1575 h m  Burg with 100 kW day and 500 kW night. Already 
last year there were rumours of a 1440 schedule consisting of Mega-Radio during daytime 
and Eric W~ltsher's "Luxemburg 208" tonight. As is well known, "208" is still not on air, 
although there was already a reshuffling of audio subcarriers on the Astra satellite system, 
RTL Radio (German) was moving to make way for "208". l ime will tell ... anyway there was 
already a job offer h m  Mega-Radio in a Schwerin newspaper, suggesting this station will 
indeed materialize olr August 28 ... [Kai Ludwig via ARC Info Desk AUG 2000 e-mail] 

GIBRALTAR: 1458The GBC have started testing their new transmitter initially with only 500W while 
it is tested eventually to increase to 5kW design output. They expect comments plus requests 
for QSLs from folk outside their estimated coverage area. A11 IocalIy produced programming 
ends at 2000 hours local after which they relay BBC World Service over night. [George Gaskin 
via Roger Bunney via Steve Wlutt via MWC e-mail news 20.07.00; via ARC Info Desk AUG 
2000 email] 

ICELAND: According to monitoring observations, the MW outlet of AFN in Keflavfk on 1530 kHz 
seems no longer to carry any local items at all, not even local public announcements. All local 
shows have been moved to FM (Power 104 on 104.2 MHz). The AFN stream on MW includes 
large relay portions of National Public Radio. [Bernd Trutenau, Reykjavik, Iceland 
cbtr@pub.osf.lt>, in Medium Wave Circle e-mail] 

i 
IRAN: The 1206v station is Radio Payam (=Message), one of the Iranian national radio networks 

(IRIB) from Tehran - the transmitter could be anywhere in Iran. [Dave Kemy/BBCM via 
HCDX; via ARC Info Desk AUG 2000 email] 

MOLDOVA: Moldovan state radio has eliminated its night brnadcasts as of 8August due to a lack of 
funds, Romanian Radio reported the previous day. As of 14August, the radio's second chan- 
nel is also to be eliminated, while medium-wave broadcasts will be cut frnm 18 to 8 hours 
daily. The radio will continue its re~ular, 18 hoursof daily broadcasts only on FM. The radio's 
management says the measures are "temporary" and due to MoldRadio being some $1 mil- 
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lion in debt to the state company that relays the broadcasts. MoldRadio's entire budget for 
2000 is $2 million. [RFE/RL Newsline, 8August 20001 I can add that the Chisinau !x on 1593 
kHz (RM1) which is still listed in WRTH2000, now is completly off the air. Since a longer time 
already it was switched on only for thenightprgrhm 22W UTC. [Bernd Tn~tenau, Reykjavik, 
Iceland, in Mediitnr Wave Circle email] 

NETHERLANDS: 171 On the Radiovisie-site I have read that Delta 171 has now all the necessary 
permits to go and build the huge h-site on the sea-location before the Dutch coast. Also all 
the international complaints (i.e. h m  France) seem to be dealt with. So they can go and 
build. I do not know when they actually start constructing. Meanwhile the Dutch telecomm- 
minisby has given Delta a later starting-date, officially they should have started July lst, but 
now they have got a licencewhich says they should start at the latest on January lst, 2002. 
Due to all these licensing-problems there were heavy delays so that is why they got a permis 
sion to start later. [JuIius Hermans via HCDX, via ARC Info Desk AUG 20M) e-mail] 

NORWAY: 216 According to a report in issue 433 of 'The Radio Magazine' the government of Norway 
is offering a licence to operate on 216 kHz (the former NRK channel) at a maximum of 1.2 
MW. In order to qualify for consideration, applicants must have "a head office in Norway", 
be able to show their programming plans and be able to afford the costs involved. [DX Infor- 
mation h m  the British DX Club (BDXC-UK), Ray Woodward, h m  Pieter Johan Pijpers via 
MWC email news 27.07.00; via ARC lnfo Desk AUG 2000 e-mail] 

RUSSIA: 153 Taldom is silent from mid July (Nick Pashkevich via Kai Ludwig) 261 Taldom. This 
superpower transmitter north of Moscow was switched off on 11 July. The transmitter was 
listed with 2500 kW and was covering about 70% of the European part of Russia with the R 
Rossii programme. R Rossii decided no longer to finance the relay. [MIDXB #I72 via Bemd 
Trutenau, 16 July; via ARC Info Desk AUG 2000 e-mail] In early August this huge site ap- 
peared to be off the air completely. Olle Alm, ARC Info Desk AUG 2000 e-mail] 13R6 LBH 
Radio via Bolshakovo: This British commemal station will launch in the Autumn 2000. Al- 
ready testing. Reception reports appreciated; address: LBH RADIO, STUDIO HOUSE, 21-23 
WALTON ROAD, FRINTON-ON-SEA, ESSEX, C013 OM. email: engineering@lbhradio.com 
Home Pane via EuroLog 30.7.200) URL: www.lbhradio.com IStefan Biom in ARC lnfo Desk 
AUG 2CK% e-mail] As kikolay Pashkevich in Moscow informs, both'153 (Yunost) and 261 
(R.Rossii) h m  Taldom are back on the air. This might be in connection with the loss of the 
powerful OIRT FM transmitters after the Ostankino fire. [Bemd Trutenau, Iceland in Medium 
Wave Circle e-mail] 

SAUDI ARABIA: 1089 An Arabic speaking station here is BSKSA 2nd programme, confirmed by a 
native speaker of Arabic, but the transmitter location remains unknown. It may be that 
Qurayyat h m  1098 kHz has switched to this lower frequency. [Mika M&el&nen via HCDX 
42, via ARC Info Desk AUG 2000 e-mail]) 

UKRAINE: 657 Ukrainske Radio 3 (Radio Muz) is now only on 657 kHz with RUI: 17M1730 Radio 
Ukraine International in Romanian, 1730-1930 Radio Muz in Ukrainian, 193@2000 Radio 
Ukraine International in Romanian, 2000.2100 Voice of America in Ukrainian Mo-Sa, Radio 
Muz in Ukrainian Su, 21M2130 Radio Ukraine International in Ukrainian, 2130-2200 Radio 
Muz in Ukrainian. All other MW hquencies of Radio Muz are now inactive. (Undisclosed 
source h m  Herman Boel via MWC e-mail news 13.07.00) Many Ukrainian LW/MW trans 
mitters have been taken off the air. The remaining ones are operating on a reduced schedule: 
0329 (SS0359)-0630,1330-1830. [NRCU website via BT in ARC Info Desk AUG 2000 e-mail] 

CONTRIBUTORS 
@Mark Connelly, DX'ing h m  Eastham MA ["E"], Gloucester MA ["GI, South Orleans MA ["O],  and 

Rockport MA ["R]; Drake RBA, cardioid array with APW-I active whip, BBL-I broadband 
loop, and Superphaser-1 phasing unit ~MarkWAl10N@excite.com> 

@Bruce Conti, Nashua NH; R8B, MWDX-5, 30-m wire, terminated 30-m east sloping wire, noise-re- 
duced via 4:l xfmrs and buried coax. cBACONTI@aol.com> Also DX'ing fmm Camden ME; 
Drake RRB, MWDX-560-m wires sloping east and south. 

@David Crawford, litusville FL. cdecl@cfl.rr.com> 
@Glenn Hauser. cwghauser@hotmail.com> 
@Terry Krueger, Clearwater FL. ctocobagadx@earthlink.net> 
@Erik Stromsted WlZBT, Pepperell MA; Yaesu 1000MP. 500 meter terminated Beverage aimed NE 

(toward Europe) Also using a Palomar preselector. cmicmadv@netlplus.comz 

INTERNATIONAL DX DETECTIVES TACKLE CONNELLY UNID'S! 
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Here's a compendium of ideas fmm Medium Wave Circle and Hard Core DX members about my 

recent unlD's on 1206 and 1377 (logged frum Eastham, MA on UTC 6 AUG). Thanks for all the help. 
(Take note of comments made about China 1377 now being heard by European DX'ers - Jim) 

1206 ideas: 1 wrote "A Koranic vocal was heard on 1206 kHz at 0050 UTC ... seemingly not the 
typical fare from Israel or France." Thomas Adam, Germany <adamdsbs.de> "ln April I heard Mo- 
rocco on 1206~ / / SW (15345 kHz). " Dave Kenny, UK ~dave~kenny@mon.bbc.co.ub "1206 could be 
hy Radio Payam, Iran (a national news network frum Tehran) Payam is also live on the IRIB web site, 
so may be possible to get a parallel." My conclusions: Propagation loss to from here to Morocco is 
much less than fmm here to Iran, although enhancements of Middle Eastern signals over normally- 
easier more-westerly stations can occur with ionospheric tilting prior to dawn on the transmitter end. 
1'11 check for that 15345 parallel next time. 1 do get 1503 lran sometimes, so maybe they'd be parallel (or 
a shortwave freq. ?) A Web site parallel is not of much use to me since receiving is done in the car at 
seaside sites (not at home) and I don't have a laptop with wireless modem yet. If Radio Payam is a 
news station, would Koranic chanting be a likely component of the programming ? 

1377 ideas: 1 wrote "Middle Eastern sounding music (strings, etc.) on 1377kHz at 0055 UTC -likely 
not France unless some kind of ethnic service." Steve Whitt, UK <steve.whitt@bt.com> "1 377 probably 
either Asian Sound frum Manchester, England (but that's high latitude signal path), or RFATanzania. 
Despite much listening amund midrught UTC these are the only two stations 1 observe on 1377 in SE 
England." Martin Elbe, Germany <elbe@wolfsburg.de> "Most likely Prizrenl Kosovo. They carry Ger- 
man programming frum 'Radio Andernach' (a service for German soldiers, like BFBS or AFRTS) frum 
1821 UTC, later on own programming in Albanian. France signs off at around 1830 UTC." "Steve, 
may 1 suggest to try it earlier, between 2@21 UTC. Depending on conditions I can hear either Priven 
with the R. Andernach programming (sounds a little overmodulated, format is pop-music of course 
with few German announcements), then an UNID Chinese station, carrying mostly classical music, 
waltzes etc. On most days Tanzania comes through already at that time, and then of course there is 
Asian Sound pesting. The Chinese station fades out at around 21 UTC, so I think, it's really Fujian, as 
my 98 WRTH suggests. Sunrise there, while the rest of China is still in the dark." "Is just now (2030 
UTC) coming through with a SINPO of 44343. They had a Chinese 1D at 2030, have to listen to the 

' 

Minidisk to puzzle that out." "Found 7935 kHz in parallel. So it's CNR1. ID at 2100 mentioned Beijing 
too." Christoph Mayer, Germany <cm@particle.uni-karlsruhe.de> (re China) "Try to check SW paral- 
lels of CNRl and CNR2. This spring, I got the CNR1-px at about the same time on 1377." Max van 
Arnhem, Netherlands unvarnhemhs.nl> (re China) "The station is still audible here in the Nether- 
lands at 21.25 UTC. ALA1530 direction northeast gives best reception: male and female Chinese talks." 
Julius Hermans, Netherlands &ermans.j@worldonline.nl> "Regarding your station on 13773 if the 

' 

music sounded a bit Indian it could well have been Asian Sound frum the UK, this station is quite 
dominant on 1377 over the last days here in Holland." Dave Kenny, UK <dave-kenny@mon.bbc.co.ub 
"1377 could the music be Balkan1 Albanian? - if so perhaps Radio Primn frum Kosovo " My conclu- , 
sion: Kosovo, next to Albania, is far enough south that the propagation could be viable. The Muslim 
culture of Albania has music plausibly similar to what I heard. It didn't really sound Indian and if UK 
was propagating that well I would have had one of their 1548 stations competing with VOA Kuwait. 
Virgin-1215 would have been overriding Spain. That wasn't the case. The only UK signals of decent 
strength were 693 and 1089. Would Tanzania have Middle Eastern sounding string music ? China, of 
course, would not be heard here in August ... if ever. Earliest TransAtlantic fade-ins now are at about 
2245 UTC and you have to be right at the seaside to manage that. Saudi Arabia on 1521 is the usually 
the first station to fade in. Unfortunately this "juggernaut" shares the channel of the most likely Chi- 
nese station to be heard here. In the days when Ummqi was on 1525, it was often logged in autumn 
around sun& on the east coast of the USA and Canada. ("Juggernaut", 1 learned doing a word puzzle 
ldsi week, is 111dia1 wurd for a large image of Krishna that is set on a large cart, so would more 
properly be used by DX'ers to describe strong signals frum India! - Jim) 

One more comment, from Mauno Ritola (Finland) in hard-core-dx: R Payam is not in parallel with 
any other Iranian fq that I know. And it is always on 1205,67 kHz. It is not an "all news" station, they 
have about 3-minute news every half hour, and between that "modem" lrani music. I would bet for 
Morocco, which is drifting. 1377: When listening to R Prizren during weekends it has always had a 

I 
phone-in px with local pop music. Also Iraq has been heard very imgularly here. I 

Formats Tony Fitzherbert rkftnin@.ol.com 

356 Jackman Avenue 
Fairfield, CT 06430-1728 

Cbanges dn p r o ~ r a m m i n ~  status; reported &y lsteners 

As of August 15, via E-mail frum Barrv Finkel, WSCR indeed went to 670 khz, the WMAQ call, for 
chicago's oGest radio station died. WXR? - 93.1's mck format is being simulcast on 1160 until Infinity 
Broadcasting sells that station. 

My wife, Ann and I enjoyed sightseeing in Califomia (one of the most beautiful and interesting 
states on the planet!), and after she returned to NYC and her job, I continued traveling on the multi- 
tude of light rail, commuter ferries, commuter rail, and vintage trolley lines found in Vancouver, 
Edmonton, Calgary, and Seattle. Some interesting radio stations are found in these aties. In Edmonton, 
two k e  tower arrays, a four tower setup, and a six tower antenna farm are found just south of the 
aty, to the east of Highway #2.1 wish I had the time to delve into the area's radio more deeply, as some 
interesting Station Profiles are there to be had! 

My radio observations are included. While much information verifies and embellishes that found 
in the Log, many changes have occurred in the stations out west which we east coast DX'ers would 
love to hear! 

Just in is an E-mail frum Jim Nahirni& who notes that WHYT-1590, in Marine City, MI., has dropped 
its long time classic country, most recently ABC Real Country, to simulcast oldies on WHLS-1450, in 
nearby Port Huron. 

This column comes frum Tim Hall, on a business trip to Houston, as well as frum Ann, who wrote 
many of the formats notes in the column while we drove along the incredibly wild and beautiful 
northern Califomia coast, to Larsen National Park, Sonoma County, through the redwoods, and along 
the Big Sur region. Other contributions are frum the M Street lournal. Here is a mega-column. 

KlEZ 
KKGO 
XEJAZ 
WZER 
KARJ 

KMON 

KVI 
KMJ 

WMGA 
CKUA 
CKBD 
KNRO 
KILT 
WJDB 
CHED 

KIDD 
WNEG 
WMFD 
KCIS 
CISL 
KSTE 
KIKK 

CFFR 
KEIS 

CHFA 
CBU 
KSEV 
KIRO 

CA Carmel Valley - News and talk / 1 KNRY-I240 (TF). 
CA Costa Mesa - Jazz I I KJAZ, expected to go dark soon. 
MX Tijuana - Jazz I I KJAZ. 
WI Jackson - EWTN Catholic. 
WA Blaine - All religion (TF). 
MT Great Falls - Country music, ABC News "560 Country" booms into 

Calgary. I wish that it would boom into Fairfield!! (TF). 
WA Seattle - "570 KVI" Conservative talk (TF). 
CA Fresno - Talk (TF). 
GA Riverside - ABC R & B Oldies. 
AB Edmonton - Talk, classical, folk, jazz l l 102.5, Calgary ('I'F). 
BC Vancouver - Adult standards "The Unforgetable 600" (TF). 
CA Redding - ESPN Sports as of 817 ('TF). 
TX Houston - Sports talk "Sports Radio Star 6-10" (Tim Hall). 
AR Thomasville - WW-I Rhythmic oldies. 
AB Edmonton -News, talk, "Alberta's News and Information Super Sta- 

tion" (TF). 
CA Monterey - "Magic 63" Adult Standards (TF). 
GA Ibcca - WW-I Adult Standards. 
NC WiImington - Rock I 1  WRQR. 
WA Edmonds - Contemporary Christian (TF). 
BC Richmond - Oldies "Oldies 6 5 0  and "650-C-ilse" (TF). 
CA Rancho Cordova - All syndicated talk "Talk 650" (TF). 
TX Pasadena - Business talk "Houston's Business Radio 6 5 0  CNN 

News (Tim Hall). 
AB Calgary - Oldies "66 - CFR (TF). 
WA Mount Vernon - Country music and talk (TF). 
AB Edmonton - Standard CBC French programming (TF). 
BC Vancouver -Standard English CBC feed (TF). 
TX Tomball - Talk, but not 1 1 KJOJ-880, KPRC-950 ('I'im Hall). 
WA Seattle - Full service news, talk, and sports Cl'F). 
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730 CKLG 
740 CBX 
760 WCPS 
770 CHQR 
770 WWCN 
770 KNWX 
780 KKOH 

790 CFCW 
790 KWSW 
790 KBME 
800 KDDD 
820 WYPA 
820 KGNW 
830 KGNW 
840 KVJY 
850 KEYH 
860 KTRB 
880 CHQT 
880 KKMC 
880 KJOJ 

880 KIXI 

4x7 CJVI 
4x7 KPYN 
910 CKEG 
930 CJCA 
930 KKXX 
930 WAUR 
940 WCND 
950 KXTQ 
950 KJR 

%O CFAC 
970 KITA 
980 CKNW 
980 KIMS 

990 KATD 
990 CIKX 

1OOO KFLG 
1OOO KOMO 
1010 CBR 
1030 WGSF 
1040 CKST 
1050 KTCI' 

1050 KBLE 

1060 CKMX 
1070 WLFE 
1070 KRAM 
1080 KSCO 
1090 KMCR 
1090 KMPS 
1100 KFAX 

1100 WTWN 

BC Vancouver 
AB Edmonton 
NC Tarboro 
AB Calgary 
FL N. Fort Myers 
WA Seattle 
NV Reno 

AB Edmonton 
CA Emka  
TX Houston 
TX Dumas 
IL Chicago 

WA Burien-Seattle 
CA Grass Valley 
TX Pharr 
TX Houston 
CA Modesto 
AB Edmonton 
CA Gonzalez 
TX C o m e  

WA Seattle 

BC Victoria 
TX Atlanta 
AB Drurnheller 
AB Edmonton 
CA Paradise 
IL Sandwich 
KY Shelbyville 
TX Lubbock 
WA Seattle 

AB Calgary 
ID Rupert 
BC New Westminis 
CA Eureka 

CA Pittsburg 
NB Plaster Rock 
AZ Bullhead City 
WA Seattle 
AB Calgary 
TN Memphis 
BC Vancouver 
CA San Mateo 

WA Seattle 

AD Calgary 
NY Plattsburgh 
OR West Klamath 
CA Santa Cruz 
CA Fortuna 
WA Seattle 
CA San Francisco 

VT Wells River 

- Rock and adult contemporary "LG73" (TF). 
- Standard English CBC feed (TF). 
- R & B oldies. 
- News, talk "QR-77, "Calgary's News Talk Radio". 
- Sports / / WQAM. 
-Business news and information (TF). 
- News and talk "KOH", "News Radio 780" Covers much 
of northern California - wish it would reach the East 
Coast!!! (TF). 
- Country music (TF). 
-Adult standards (TF). 
- ABC Standards "Unforgetable 790  (Em Hall). 
-Classic hits / / FM. 
- EWTN Catholic. 
- Religion (TF). 
- Talk (TF). 
- Unica Spanish Talk. 
- Spanish ranchera "La Ranchera 850" (Em Hall). 
- News and talk / / KITH (TF). 
- News and soft AC "Alberta's Major News Station" 
- Religion (TF). 
- Talk / / KPRC-950 "Supertalk 950" CBS news and fea- 
tures (Tim Hall). 
-Adult standards, I remember it as a beautiful music sta- 
tion 35 years ago (TF). 
- "AM W, "Hits of the 6Us, 70's and Ws" (TF). 
- SRN (Salem Radio Network) Southern Gospel. 
- Country music "Heart of the Country" (TF) 
- Religon 'The Light" (TF). 
- Religion, Salem Radio Network (TF). 
- EWTN Catholic. 
- JRN Oldies. 
- Talk and AP News. 
-All sports, 35 years ago was the # 1 Top 40 Station in the 
Seattle market! (TF). 
- Modem Country "Your Country Connedionn(TF). 
- JRN Regional Mexican. 

;ter - News, talk, adult contemporary (TF). 
- Full service news and information "North Coast News 
and Information" (TF). 
-Talk 'The Cat" (TF). 
- Hot AC / / CIKX-FM. 
-Adult standards. 
- News, information, talk "News Talk 1000" (TF). 
- Standard CBC English feed (TF). 
- Spanish programming. 
- Adult standards, show tunes, "AM 1040 (TF). 
- Sports talk, some local, 'The Ticket". Three tower array 
is right next to Highway 101, in Belmont (TF). 
- Brokered religion and talk, as it was 35 years ago as it 
was when I was stationed out here at Fort Lewis (TF). 
-Adult standards Bmadcasl News, "AM 1060" 
- WW-I Country Music / / WLFE-FM. 
-Adult standards. 
- Syndicated talk (TF). 
- ABC Real Country "The Mighty 1090" (TF). 
- Classic country (TF). 
- Bmkerrd religion. Heard a p a t  commercial on KFAX 
for a dentist in Fremonl who has a cure for halitosis! (TF). 
- Religion, gospel "The River of Life". Signal goes all over 

1 120 KZSJ 
I I . W l  CKWX 
1 140 CHRB 

1140 KHTK 

1150 WMST 
1150 KDEF 
1150 KSRB 
1170 CKGY 

1170 KLOK 

1170 WWLE 
1180 WHJM 
1190 WHlY 
1190 KYDA 
1200 WQLS 
1200 KOQl 

1210 WWGO 
1220 KBZS 
1220 KOMC 
1230 KDAC 
1230 KLXR 
1230 WMOU 
1230 WENY 
1230 KQUE 
1230 KLVT 
1240 KPOD 
1240 KNRY 

1240 KSOX 

KHOT 
WMXV 
CHWO 
KKDZ 
CFRN 
KOIT 

1260 CKHJ 
1270 KRVT 
1280 WWTC 
1290 KAZA 
1300 KPMO 
1300 WMTN 
1310 KMKY 
1310 KEZM 
1310 KZIP 
1310 KKOL 

1320 KCTC 
1320 CHMB 
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northern New Hampshire and Vermont (TF). 

CA San Martin - Ethnic (TF). 
BC Vancouver -All news "News 11W, Bloomberg Business (TF). 
AB High River - Religion and classic country "Southern Alberta's Family 

Radio (TF). 
CA Sacramento -Sports talk, massive six tower array is off Highway # 99, 

SW of Lincoln (TF). 
KY Mount Sterling - Soft adult contemporary. 
NM Albuquerque - Sports and Disney Children's. 
WA Seattle - Black R & B (TF). 
AB RedDeer - Country music "KG Country", "Today's Hot New 

Country", four tower paralIelogram is next to Highway # 
2, just south of Red Deer (TF). 

CA San Jose - Spanish. Some local member of the NRC correct me if I 
am wrong. but I believe that they have a three tower array 
in the multi-colored ponds visible from the air in San Fran- 
cisco Bay. (TF) 

NY Cornwellan-Hudson - CNN Headline News. 
TN Knoxville - JRN Adult Standards / / WKCE. 
AL Moulton - JRN Classic Country. 
CA Vallejo - Black Gospel "Gospel 1190" (TF). 
AL Ozark - ABC Adult Standards. 
CA Soquel - Automated classic country, hardly any voice and dead 

air between selections (TF). 
TN Memphis - Talk, here from 1030. 
CA Palo Alto -Business news, and intellectual talk on weekends (TF). 
MO Branson - SRN Southern Gospel. 
CA Fort Bragg - News and talk, "Voice of the Redwood Empire" (TF). 
CA Redding -Big bands, jazz, very old adult standards (TF). 
NH Berlin - WW-I soft aduIt contemporary. 
NY Elmira - JRN Oldies. 
TX Houston - Classic rock / / FM "97.3 The Arrow" (Tim Hall). 
TX Levelland - JRN Classic Country. 
CA Crescent City - Country music, morning news block (TF). 
CA Monterey - 'Talk Radio", "Voice of the Central Coast" / / KIEZ 540 

(TF). 
TX Raymondville - One on One Sports, "AM 1240 KSOX, 24 hour Sports 

Radio" (Em Hall). 
CA Madera - JRN Spanish Hits. 
OH Washington Court House -Adult standards. 
ON Oakville - To be contemporary Christian. 
WA Seattle - Radio Disney (TF). 
AB Edmonton - Oldies "AM 1260" (TF). 
CA San Francisco -Live assisted (they use Dl's, not automation!!!) light rock 

/ / %.5 (TF). 
NB Fredericton -Country music. 
OK Claremont - Religion 'The River". 
MN Minneapolis - EWTN Catholic talk. 
CA Gilroy - Spanish programming (TF). 
CA Mendocino - Talk America talk (TF). 

WVMR 
1370 AM 

TN Morristown -Talk. 
b u m o r e ,  W. V V ~  24934 

CA Oakland - Radio Disney (TF). 304 mOI 
LA Sulpher - One on One Sports. 
TX Amarillo - Tejano. 
WA Seattle - Talk, interesting 2 tower array is on a pier on the Seattle 

waterfront, consisting of one huge self supported tower 
and a smaller guyed structure. Station, as KOL was once a 
top 40 rocker! (TF). 

CA Sacramento - Hits of the 6Uq 70's and W s  (TF). 
BC Vancouver - Asian programming (TF). 
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- Spanish (TF). 
- As I heard in NH, all BRN Business News, what a fate 
for the former great rock station, WKBW!! (TF). 
- Spanish Christian music. 
- Syndicated talk "Yada Yada Radio" (Honest!!) (TF). 
-Adult standards "Joy". 
- One on One Sports / / WRNY - 1350. 
-Adult standards "Platinum 1560" (TF). 
- Country music / / WXOF. 
- Country music / / WKIK-FM. 
- All Black Gospel per an adv. in the Seattle Medium. This 
station started in 1%5 as a 250 watt daytimer with aneasy 
listening format. (TF). 
- EWTN Catholic. 
- Classic hits / / WRCN. 
- News and talk, only English AM station in San Jose, popu- 
lation 850,000!!!! Two towers are SW of San Jose, along 
Highway 101 (TF). 
- Spanish (TF). 
- Adult standards, drivetime news blocks (TF). 
- Romantica / / WPLC. 
- CNN Headline News and / / KOB-TV News. 
- Contemporary Christian / / 1470 "Joy". 
- To be talk in October. 

KLWN 
KLBS 
WEBY 
WEB0 
KATA 
KJAZ 
WLVL 
WCVI 
WWPA 
KSRO 

WRNY 
KPCO 
KZSF 

Lawrence 
Los Banos 
Milton 
Owego 
h a t a  
Oroville 
Lockport 
Connellsville 
Williamsport 
Santa Rosa 

- ESPN Sports. 
- Spanish (TF). 
- Talk. 
- News and jazz. 
- All ESPN Sports, no ID heard at all (TF). 
- "KIWI", automated very old adult standards (TF). 
- Talk and ABC Standards. 
- JRN Adult Standards. 
- CNN Headline News. 
-News, information, sports "The Voice of Sonoma County" 
(TF). 
- One on One Sports. 
- Adult standards (TF). 
- Spanish, three tower array is west of Highway 101 in 
San Jose. 
- Classic country (TF). 
-To return to the air with all news in Spanish in Septem- 
ber. 
-Adult standards (TF). 
- Brokered Clunese. 
- Brokered Asian (TF). 
- Mostly talk "News talk 1403" (TF). 
-Talk and ESPN Sports. 
- JRN Soft AC. 
-Oldies "14-KOldies, Good Xmes and Great Oldies" (Tm 
Hall). 
- Talk and Business News, "Talk with Attitude". (TF). 
-Jazz, total / / KLOM-88.1, "America's Jazz Station" Long 
Beach. Good station, too! The Night Pattern Book has 100 
% of the night signal going out into the kelp beds of the 
Pacific!!!! Heard the day signal as far north as Mendocino 
(TF). 
-All talk, ID'S for Marysville - Yuba City, three tower ar- 
ray is off Highway 99, SE of Marysville (TF). 
- Spanish news and talk / / WKAQ. 
- Black R & B / / 1620. The "Z Twins" according to an adv 
in the Seattle Medium. (TF). 
- Ethnic (TF). 

1520 KMPG 
1520 WWKB 

CA Hollister 
NY Buffalo 

1520 KYND 
1550 KYCY 
1550 KKJY 
1550 WUTQ 
1560 KIQS 
1560 WINV 
1560 WKIK 
1560 KZIZ 

TX Cypress 
CA San Francisco 
NM Albuquerque 
NY Utica 
CA Willows 
FL Inverness 

MD La Plata 
WA Sumner Rome 

Quincy 
San Jose 

1570 WAST 
1570 WFOG 
1590 KLIV 

MD Towson 
NY Riverhead 
CA SanJose 

KTOM 
WKDM 

Salinas 
New York 

W I N  
WZHF 
KATO 
KQMS 
WFTG 
KWLA 
KGVL 

Turlock 
Arlington 
Berkeley 
Redding 
London 
Many 
Greenville 

1590 KLFE 
1600 KUBA 
1600 WNNY 
1600 KIVA 
1600 WZZW 
1610 KALT 

WA Seattle 
CA Yuba City 
MD Rockville 
NM Albuquerque 
WV Milton 
TX Atlanta 

And that is our get ready for fall DX'ing mega column! Thank you to MSJ, Tim Hall, and my loving 
wife, Ann, who has tolerated, with extreme patience, the DX hobby in our household for twenty years, 
for being so good as to take the notes for this column while I drove us around northern California! We 
cannot wait to get back to the Pacific Northwest! Do mail or E-mail your format changes to me for 
inclusion in our next Formats column! 

CFUN 
KRML 

Vancouver 
Carmel 

73's and p a t  DX'ing!! Tony KMYC Marysville 

Target DX R. J. Edmunds d2bjb@yrhoo.com 
753 Valley Rd. wb2bjb@hotmail.com 

Blue Bell, PA 19422-2052 

Ponce 
Renton 

K W N  
CKJR 

KVON 

Santa Clara 
Wetaskiwin 
Napa 

Dying 'smart', witb sbared tips and mquests by NRC members - "KJR" country music (TF). 
-Local and syndicated talk 'Wine Country 1440". KVON's 
four very tall towers in the Napa River marshes just south 
of town push the lughly directional signal into Napa and 
very few other places! (TF). 
- CHR "Student Radio". 
- News and talk / / WASN. 
- Brokered ethnic with the disclaimer "Programs are paid 
for and produced by their individual sponsers. Gotta love 
it!! (TF). 
- Classic country / / WKCW. 
- Country music (TF). 
- SGN Black Gospel. 
- Contemporary Christian "JOY". 
- "Extreme talk for the North Coast". Syndicated talk. (TF). 
- One on One Sports / / WRNY - 1350. 
- Talk. 
- Adult standards "Platinum 149U" (TF). 
- ABC Read Country / / KJJB 105.5 (Tim Hall). 
- Smooth jazz. 
-Asian, five tower array is just west of Highway 101, near 
the 1590 and 1370 arrays. (TF). 

Hello, and welcome to the first appearance of the revised Target DX column. While Paul has al- 
ready given some idea of what this will be about and how it will work, I'd like to take that another step 
further. First, questions can be posed on the NRC/DXAS listserv, or via direct email, or via good-old- 
fashioned US Mail. Generally, questions posed on the listserv will be answered there, by myself and 
others. Those questions and responses will be edited (hopefully minimally, hi ) and reprinted here. At 
this point, I've not yet decided whether to post questions and answers received directly ( without 
names if requested ). I will attempt to group questions where appropriate in terms of subject matter, 
and will also try to be as current as possible. 1 anticipate that the column will appear every issue 
throughout the non-weekly period, quantity of material permitting. 1 will also be periodically creating 
questions. Answers may be derived fmm my own knowledge and experience and also fmm a number 
of other experts both on  the listserv and elsewhere as needed. 

WNYG 
WRBP 
KEST 

Babylon 
Warren 
San Francisco 

WKDV 
KMYC 
KLCL 

WHRD 
KGOE 
WADR 
KZZZ 
KBLF 

KEUN 
KORC 
KSJX 

Manassas 
Saaamento 
Lake Charles 
Milton 
Eureka 
Remson 
Bullhead City 
Red Bluff 
Eunice 
Guthrie 
San lose 

Q What are auroral conditions, and why should they concern me as a BCB DX'er? 

A- Many of us tend to toss around this term lightly, not realizing that for many DX'ers newer to the 
hobby, the terms aren't self-explanatory. Many of us can recall learning about the Northern Lights ( or 
Aurora Borealis ) in grammar school science classes. These displays are caused by energy fmm the sun 
coming into contact with the earth's geomagnetic field and combining to form a number of reactions. 
The same condition also causes highly variable and often very localizxd effects on radio signals in 
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many bands. 
On the BCB, the effect is that during periods of auroral conditions, which often coincide with dis- 

plays of visible aurora, certain signals on certain paths may seem to disappear. This is because instead 
ol the signals bt,ing reflected normally by one of the skywave reflective layers, they are absorbed by 
othcr layers induced by the aumra. In the Americas, these effects are the most pmnounced in the 
Ntlrthm.;tcxrn and North Central parts of the continent, although in particularly severe conditions, the 
cnlfects can be noted throughout most of the US and all of Canada ( the US Southwest is generally the 
least affected ). 

'Normal' nighttime skywave reception is dependent on ionospheric reflection and distance be- 
tween transmitter and receiver. This distance determines which paths are viable, and also what eleva- 
tion angles ( if we assume a flat earth - it's much simpler that way, hi - the earth can be thought of as 
the base of an equilateral triangle, and the signal path fmm the transmitter to the reflecting point in the 
ionosphere would be one side, and frnm the same point down to the reccivcr would be the other side. 
'The angle m3ated where either side meets the base is the elevation angle ) apply to each. Fortunately, 
there are a finite number of reflecting layers applicable. In an aurora, a layer of absorption may appear 
between the reflecting point and either the transmitter, the receiver, or both. This absorption may occur 
on multiple potential signal paths involving multiple reflective layers, because each path may have to 
pass through it. 

When the aumral absorbs some signals, others, which might normally be either weak or inaudible 
come to the top. The usual situation has signals coming from stations generally to the North being 
absorbcd first, then, if the aurora is mure severe, stations from the East or West may be affected. In the 
most severe conditions, some stations from the South may even be affected. But remember that only 
those signals which are propagated by skywave are subject to absorption. I .ocals or semi-locals may in 
fact appear stronger than usual as their groundwave signals will donunate. 

Thus, many DX'ers refer to aumral conditions as meaning that Latin American and/or Southern 
US stations might be cxpedcd to predominate. By varying degrees, this is true. A key predictor of 
auroral conditions is the A-index, which measures activity in the earth's geomagnetic field. 

Q- During a recent period where aumral conditions were forecast, I only noted enhanced reception 
at the lower end of the dial, mostly h m  Cuba. Northern and Midwestern stations (WBBM, WGN, 
WLS, WTAM, CBA, CKBW, CKAC, CHNS, etc.) were still coming in with good signals. In addition, 
WWV hasn't been reporting anything out of the ordinary? 

A- First off, it is not all that unusual for the lower end of the band to exhibit auroral conditions. 
while the upper end does not. This is because aumral absorption ( as well as nighttime ionospheric [ 
skywave I propagation ) is hquency-sensitive. Absorption of frequencies in the BCB occur fmm low 
to high as the MUF ( hlaximum Usable Frequency ) rises thru the band as a result of geomagnetic 
activity. Second, however, what you were experiencing wasn't really classic aumral conditions. As you 
observed, neither the A nor K indices were elevated. Typically, for cIassic aumral conditions to occur, 
there either needs to be a day where the A index exceeds 50, or as many as three consecutive days 
where it exceeds 20, and even these numbers are not firm. What was most likely responsible is a geo- 
magnetic substorm, which selectively and briefly (owing to small size and duration ) disrupt normal 
conditions. 

Finally, it should be noted that it is also not uncommon for these types of events ( and also classic 
aumra ) to be 'uneven'. It may be helpful to think of an area of auroral absorption as if it were a patch 
of fog. irregular in shape, size, and location, and all of these are in a state of constant movement. I11 
addition, the frequency-sensitivity noted earlier will also apply. Add the fact that for any gven  trans- 
mitter and receiver location set, there may be multiplc nighttime skip paths which are possible, and 
the absorption, owing to all of the above variables, may not always affect them all. 

Depending upon the location of the absorptive material relative to these signal paths, none, some, 
all-but-one or all of the possible paths may be blocked by areas of absorption. But move either the 
transmitter location or receiver location as little as 50 miles and everything can change. This is one 
cause for situations where stations from some cities may be absorbed while other cities in the same 
region may not be, or only partially be absorbed. The same is true with the passage of tinir, because as 
the area of absorption moves relative to a spccific stationary receiving site, different geographic groups 
of stations may be subjected to absorption or not. This is particularly the case with smaller storms and 
with substorms. 

Another causc tor such a phenomenon, which is also frequency-sensitive, and appears sometimes 
in conjunction with larger stc~rms is spc~radicc skip, where particles form, disintegratv and re-form to 
create highly temporary and x~lectivt. rflcction of sisnals which would otherwise be absorbed. 'l'he 

I I . I I I I ~ ~  of this phenomenon is derived from the fact that these particles fomi at ahoul Lhr h ~ ~ n ~ c .  '~ILiLutlc, 
.I., Ihe 'normal' nighttime e reflecting layer. 

Q- Can auroral conditions be observed during the daylight hours? 

A Since aumral absorption affects only signals which would otherwise propagate via skywave, 
.111d since the majority of daytime receptions occur via groundwave, auroral absorption observable by 
day would be exkemcly r m .  In theory, since in midwinter some skywave is possible during the day at 
UCB frequencies, if the aurora is severe enough and the receiver and transmitter locations are far enough 
North, it should be possible. 

That's it for this issue. Next time we'll discuss external antennas for portable receivers and some 
important Internet websites for DX'ers! 

DX'e r 's 
Notebook 

Dave Braun dcbraun@delanet.com 

863 Allabands Mill Rd. 
Camden Wyoming DE 19934-2132 

Shared tips, topics, and ~nternet info 

Welcome back - I hope you are ready to get into the swing of another DX season. We'll pickup this 
timc with some continuation of the discussion on coastal DX. 

Mark Connelly <MarkWAlION@excite.com>: Here are a few coastal DX commentsin response to 
others' recent postings- (Fred Vobbe asked) "Ben, what was the effectfrom Nre ocean? Y yo11 rr~ere in the 
parking lot and had Algeria on 891 at 5-9, would driving a quarter mile backfrom t / v  lot to tlre u~est lose Algeria 
or just attenuate it a bit?"The amount of difference between strength of a given long haul skip station 
horn shore to inland varies somewhat with season and time of day. At (or before) sunset here on the 
east coast, especially in summer, differences of up  to 40 dB have been noted on earl y-arrival high-band 
North Afncans at a shore site in Rockport, MA versus my home QTH in Billerica, about 20 miles inland 
onAfricanbearings. When the Algerian clandestine wason 1544, it routinely hitS9+40 at the show, but 
I never saw it get over S9 at my house on equaI or better antennas to the same receiver. Late night 
winter high-latitude signals (from stations such as Norway-1314), when they arein, must be coming in 
at a somcwhat higher angle since the coast versus inland difference on these only seems to be about 10- 
15 dB. 

(Bob Foxworth said) " I  renlemberfrorn my Long Island days that Atlantic City N f  wolrld be u~ell atop 1340 
1400, 1450and 1490 during the daytime all along the soutll shore. Had to be right on the beaclr, anywkurefrom 
fonts Beach to Montarrk was t.r/irally goodfor tllern. Driving straight inland, e.g. the Moses Parkway, I'd lose 
them pretty rapidlyfro~rr abolrt a halfmile inland onwards and by abolrt 5 miles inland tl~r.y upere rtlell down in 
the solrp and the dropoffwas pretty linear, but this was a non-meas~rred test e.g. no s-nretrr. Lorlg lsland is just a 
big sandbar and the soil conductivity isn'tgood."Same deal oncape Cod. At the southern end of Route 134 
near Lower County Road in Dennisport, on Nantucket Sound (water to south), several of the grave- 
yard frequencies have Atlantic City, NJ dominants. Driving Route 134 north thruugh the low-conduc- 
tivity "sandbar" of the mid-Cape (dry pitch pine/ scrub oak woods) up to the Capc Cod Bay side 
(water to north) totally flips over the graveyard dominants to be stations from Maine instead. This in 
about an 7-mile 15-minute drive. "I've never been in a place u~here afternoorr 'LA3 behaoed like this htXI~t7~tr.'' 
That's because you weren't using eastward-facing beaches, only southward-facing ones. Come up to 
the Boston area sometime for a "demo" (as Ben did). George Hakiel noted strong TA enhancement at 
Greenport, LJ, NY: an eastward-facing site similar to several here in MA. 

(Russ Edmunds said) "given the dtfferences I've seen beht~een my former Northern N]  location and this 
one, (a result of the increase ofland rnnssat tltis end ofthe signal path r!fnbolrt 150+ ~nilesfor mrrclr ofErrrope) the 
addition ofground at this end in sidstit~rtionfor ocean is w r y  suhtut~tial. . '~ The first few miles of sandy or 
rocky soil kills off most of the signals. Going inland 50 miles isn't a whole lot brtter than going 150+ 1 miles. I you had high-grade open farmland (instead of rock) between you and the shore, signals would 
penetrate inland farther for a given amount of loss. For those who haven't seen it yet, Ben Dangerfield's 
recent Massachusetts visit is documented on the Wcb (with updatcs) at ''http:/ /mcmbers.aol.com/ 
DrakeRSAI dangerfield-visit-2000.htm". 

RobertFomorth <rfoxworl@tampabay.rr.com>: Another factor too was that 1 was married when 1 
lived on LI and I would often go to the East End with my wife, usually to Montauk. by the time the 
TA's might appear it was near sunset and I was then being asked to get dressed for dinner at Gosman's 
Dock, a place where serious DXing of course was not possible ... I did live for 6 years on the LI North 
Shore a bit east of Port Jefferson, very close to the Sound, across frum Bridgeport. The French Canadi- 
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ans from Quebec were always well heard there and it was a very good TA location as well, since the 
arrival angle from Eumpe used a lot of the Sound. Greenport would show similar conditions as well, 
hut I never took a gtx~d receiver there. I do remember CHSJ-700 could be heard in the daytime in the 
summer out that way. 

Russ Edmunds <wb2bjh@hotmail.~om>:The signals bounce off the water somewhere in the mid- 
All'mtic, thcn hack up and thcn again down to the rx. I'm more inclined to believe that it is a combina- 
tion of  the completely clear hor i~on  and the excellent gmund, although the amount of difference ob- 
srrvcd shouldn't be as great as it is. It may be that this combination permits a multipliaty of signal 
paths only minutely different from one another to somehow congregate. I do know that when Ron 
Schiller DX'ed fmm Monmouth Beach NJ, he was on an inland waterway and less than a mile from the 
ocean, and he had that kind of enhancement. I believe that he did the same thing years later from 
Lighthouse Point, FL. And, given the differences I've seen between my former Northern NJ location 
and this one, (a result of the increase of land mass at this end of the signal path of about 150+ miles for 
much of Europe) the addition of ground at this end in substitution for ocean is very substantial .... For 
some as-yet-not-fully-understood reason (s) this occurs. 1 don't recall anything in any of the literature 
I've read about this, although it is certainly no coincidence that many of the early radio pioneers used 
seaside sites for their experiments. 

Barry McLarnon VE3JF <bm@lynx.ve3jf.ampr.org>: The effect is known as "sea gain", and it often 
appears as one of the factors in empirical formulas for estimating the field strengths of MW skywave 
signals. Essentially, a skywave signal coming in at a low angle becomes a groundwave signal for the 
last part of its travel (and the first part near the transmitter site too, of course). Attenuation of the signal 
over these segments of the path is therefore much the same as for groundwave signals - very low over 
salt water, and much higher over land (especially land with low conductivity). The difference is the 
"sea gain" factor for receivers located close to the coast. A book I have ("Propagation of Radiowaves", 
from the IEE in the UK) shows the sea gain plotted as a function of the ground distance for the path. 
Since the gain is greatest when the skywave is at a low angle, it peaks when the distance is near the 
maximum for one hop propagation (about 2000 km), two hops (-4000 km), and so on. In between it 
dips a bit lower - e.g., near 4000 and 6000 km it's about 10 dB, but it's only about 4 dB at around 2700 
km and 6 dB around 4800 km. According to the book, ITU-R Recommendation 435 gives a procedure 
for calculating sea gain in more complex situations (receiver located inland, irregular coastlines, etc), 
but I don't plan to delve into it that deeply, since I'm nowhere near a coast.:.) 

Marc Delorenzo <Marc.Delorenzo@cp.dph.state.ma.us>: Barry, Thanks for sharing! That expla- 
nation makes it very clear to me. I have wondemd for years why skywave is better at the beach. 
Groundwave was obvious but skywave had me puzzled. I have DX'ed from Cape Cod beaches since 
1964. 

Russ Edmunds: That makes sense, certainly. And that is another reason why some of the Spanish, 
Portuguese and Moroccan stations seem to be more common. 1 don't recall if I was aware of that 
element before or not. It would be interesting to know just what kind of distance on that first or last 
segment of the signal path typically (if there is such a thing) acted like groundwave. 

I know nothing about grounding. But the following helps explain a lot of it. 
Patrick Martin <mwdxer@webtv.net>: Hi: As many of you know, I have several beverages and 

antennas 1 use. Here on the Northern Oregon coast we generally get a lot of rain 6@100 inches a year. 
This Summer has been a "dray" one to say the least. Does anyone know what the best type of ground- 
ing 1 could use? Right now I am using a series of several rods (copper pipes) with 614 bare copper wire 
connecting them. It isn't all that easy to put 8-10 foot rods in the ground, so I use 4 foot ones. Most of 
the year the pipes are under water. Oh course in the dry part of the Summer the grounding is in very 
sandy soil. I notice this Summer when we get a bit of drizzle or light rain, the noise level goes down 
and the antennas work better, as they should. What would be a reasonable ground system that would 
work pretty well even when the soil is dry? Also should I increase the number of rods at all grounding 
points, including the matching transformer grounding points and the termination points? I am just 
trying to make the system work better, as we are trying to do. Getting that 112 dB signal canmake the 
difference of logging the rare catch. Thanks. 

Lee Freshwater <LFreshwate@aol.com>: Patrick, One thing I have learned in 30 years of radio is 
"deeper the better" I was just up to a transmitter site in the NC Mountains. They have driven ground 
rods up to 50 feet deep in places. Ground "radials" are also good, but you will find that your signals 
improve the deeper your rods are. Of course you do  get to the point of "diminished returns" I would 
say that 10-12 ft would be a minimum, but I do not know your area or the "ground conductivity of 
your site. We have very poor "grounds" in FL while the upper midwest had extremely good ground. 
I'll have to dig out my FCC rule book, as they have a good map. 

Patrick Martin: The ground conductivity here is rather poor too, but the salt water from the ocean 
connects to the land mass. In other words the water in the nearby field (Non salt water), is salty at 
times. Much of the year the fields where the beverages run are under water. However this Summer has 
been dry. 

Bruce Conti ~BACONTl@~aol.com>: Ground radials work great here. I use radials buried just a 
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t 4~11ilc of inches underground. Just use a garden shovel to pry up the lawn and stuff the wire under- 
tl~..~tlr. 'Textbooks recommend ground radials of about 114 wavelength minimum. I have 1Wft  an- 
It.tlna wires, and the ground radials are about 5 0 4  long. 1 use the same wire for ground radials that I 
I I W *  lor the antennas; insulated THHN type from the hardware store. Solder the radials to your ground 
tr~d.  'lb get the best performance from your ground rod, I've read that you can dig a deep hole and 
tr>l>lace the soil with a mixture of rock salt, cow manure, and top soil, before pounding in the ground 
rod. 

Russ Edmunds: Reminds me of what a ham buddy of mine several years back did - h e  built a pit, 
filled it with a mix of topsoil, sand, loam and some clay, and then ran all of the downspouts from his 
house and also his sump pump discharge into it to augment the dampness during dry times ... 

Ben Dangerfield <BEN-DANGERFIELD@email.msn.com>: Bruce, just what are these ground ra- 
dials supposed to do? Improve ground signals? Improve skywave signals? Reduce noise? I have a 
short ground wire buried about a foot down just outside my den window. 1 use it off and on with my 
phasing units and it does reduce some of my noises. Not sure if it improves any signals. 

Bruce Conti: Ground radials improve the eIectrical conductivity of the ground plane. According to 
Victor A. Misek in 'The Beverage Antenna Handbook," a low loss ground system tends to suppress 
locally generated noise. In addition, confirming suspicions expressed by Patrick Martin and others, 
Misek states, "A lossy ground can cause seasonal and even daily variations in antenna impedance as 
soil conditions change from dry to rain-soaked to snow and ice covered. The impedance is always 
changing and never stays matched. The use of parallel ground conductors or wim mesh to increase the 
effective ground conductivity short circuits the variations due to weather and minimizes the effects of 
ground conductivity anomalies under the antenna." For the noise-reduced system I've installed, the 
use of ground radials has sigmficantly improved the effectiveness of the noise reduction. The ground 
radials act as an effective counter-poise for the wire antennas. Visit any AM tower installation, and the 
engineer should be abIe to tell you about the ground system, which often includes ground radials. 
(During a visit to the WKBR site during the 1994 NRC Convention, we found many exposed ground 
radials on top of the soil.) 1 / 4 and 1 / 2 wavelength towers depend on the ground to extend the electri- 
cal length of the antenna. I believe that it's the same for end-fed wire receiving antennas. For wires at 
less than a wavelength, the ground becomes part of the antenna's electrical length. In Misek's discus 
sion of wave antennas (end-fed wires or Beverages), a poor ground "results in shortening the electrical 
length." 

Mark Durenberger unark@durenberger.com>: If you're not a tecchie, stay with me and I'll 'splain 
further what Bruce is talking about. If you are a tech-naut, please forgive me as I take some liberty with 
terms. Whenever you deliver "power" to a load, you pass current through that load. The load requires 
two terminals (an "in" and an "out" if you will), so current can flow thmugh it. For example, a lamp 
can be a load, but it won't light if you connect a battery to one side of the lamp, but don't connect the 
other side of the lamp back to the battery. There are in fact no "one-terminal" loads. A one-terminal 
load is impossible, since the current needs to flow through the load, to deliver power to the load. A 
radio transmitter is a source of power, delivering that power to a " load  that in our over-simplified 
case may be described as the "ether", or the path to the receiver. (Now don't beat me up guys, I'm 
trying to keep it simple). No matter how you describe this radio "load, it's still a two- terminal load. 
The two terminals of the radio load are the transmitting antenna and the ground system. The transmit- 
ter delivers power to the load by providing an electrical current in the form of a radio-frequency sig- 
nal. Disconnect the transmitter from either the antenna or the ground? Current will not flow, and no 
signal will be radiated. Most broadcast engineers will tell you the tower is only slightly more impor- 
tant than the ground system. Since the 193Us the FCC has sanctioned "transmitting systems" consist- 
ing of an insulated vertical radiator and a complementary ground system. The gmund system is usu- 
ally composed of 120 wires fanned out in a circle. In a good design, each wire is at least as long as the 
tower is tall. Without a good ground system, the signal simply will not get out. Abetter gmund system 
is one of many reasons that some stations do  so much better than others, even when they'n. the same 
authorized power level. On the receive side, the "radio l o a d  is the receiver. In the ideal system, maxi- 
mum current will flow when one sideof the "load"/receiveris connected to the antenna, and the other 
side of the "load /receiver is connected to ground. This arrangement reduces inherent noise, as Bruce 
points out. And if the receiver is pmperly matched to antcnnalground, the increase in signal level 
reduces the noise even farther. Enough already. Thanks for reading 

Lee Freshwater: Mark, Well said. 1 had an engineer friend in Alabama that had a set of railroad 
tracks behind his site. he grounded his AM system to the tracks and boy did his signal improve!!! A 
perfect example of what you are talking about. Grounding is as important as the antenna(if not more) 

Frederick R. Vobbe <fredv@nrcdxas.org>: Very good description, Mark. One only has to look at 
the radiation angles/field-strength of two stations on the same fre uency one with a good antenna 
system and one with hardly any ground and a tower shorter than 174 wa;e. 

Russ Edmunds: Mark - since I plan to use some of this discussion in an upcoming column, I am 
most grateful for your simplification as it's better than 1 could have done, and for the non-techies, it 
needed to be done - some guys who are very technically inclined somehow aren't able to bring the 
discussion down to a lower level, which you've done. That said, l'd appreciate your supplementing 
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your comments by addressing the foIIowing items in similar fashion also, if you'd be so kind- 

1) the ground system and variations in conductivity or moisture content within the area of the 
ground fieId 

2) does the depth of the radial system need to vary with local ground conductivity and/or compo- 
sition (sand vs. clay for instance) 

3) what can one do to achieve optimization of the ground system to the antenna for a receiving site 
'Thanks! 

A question from the DDXD-West Editor: 
Bill Hale <phantom2@eaze.net>: Here's another subject I'd like to hear comments on ... I do a lot of 

listening in bed, lights out, ear buds in, waiting for slumber. Next morning. I wake to whatever fre- 
quency was there when I conked out. Then I tune around for awhile listening for DX. If I don't push 
one of the 32 memory buttons on the -2010, I don't know where I am on the dial. %...can a synthesizer 
with a limited vocabulary of "zero", "one", two", etc through "nine" be integrated into a radio so as 
when a button is pushed the 'voice' says "seven-six-zero" or whatever frequency you're on? If not, 
why not? This would be especially valuable to a sight-impaired DXer. Let's hear from you tech types. 

And some more receiver talk: 
Jerry W. O'DelI <jwodell@ameritech.net>: I'm just getting interested in this again, and I haven't 

heard WWL, New Orleans, for many years. Wonder what happened to them. Just got a CCRadio, and 
it's pretty good, but not like my old NC183! Ah, to recapture the excitement of the late 4U's. 

Mark Durenberger: Jerry if you like good AM sound, get on eBay and watch for a Sony 7600 analog 
slide-rule-dial receiver. IMHO one of the best-sounding AM radios in captivity! 

Kevin Redding <lwdxer@)uno.com~: Really Mark? How is it on reception? I am not saying much 
about the SRIII except I sure like the way they sound. That big speaker does a nice job. I would like to 
hear one of those 7600's someday. 

Mark Durenberger: Very good. Because it's "wide", its selectivity isn't quite up to some of the 
digitally-tuned radios, but 1 think Sony did an excellent job of design on this one. Only drawback is no 
external antenna jack but if you're into loops, it works well with an external loop coupler. 

Bruce Conti: Regarding Jerry WDell's comments about the CCRadio, the bandwidth of the CCRadio 
is purposely limited to 4 kHz, to reduce interference from adjacent channels. This is a requirement 
these days for any serious MW (AM) DXing. The 4 kH.z bandwidth is fine for long distance news/ 
sports/ talk radio, which the CCRadio was primarily designed to receive on AM. To hear the transoce- 
anic signals often requires reducing the bandwidth to around 2 kHz. When using a narrow bandwidth, 
sound can be sharpened simply by tuning slightly off-frequency. A receiver that is reported to have 
good sound will typically have a bandwidth of 10 kHz or greater, perfect for airchecks of strong sta- 
tions, but not useable for "hardcore" DXing. The Drake R8A/B is a favorite among MW DXers, with 
selectable AM bandwidths of 6,4,2.3, and 1.8 kHz. If you can't afford the $1000 price tag for the Drake, 
then the Sony ICF-2010 is another favorite, but needs to be upgraded with Kiwa filters for improved 
DX performance. The Palstar R30, a newcomer, is also a good DX receiver when outfitted with a Collins 
narrow filter. 

Mike Pietruk <pietruk@shellworld.neb: Mark - Amen on the 7600. I have one of them in the closet 
- nonfunctioning sad to say - which I'm about to discard as preparation for a move later in the year. 
Had both great AM and FM reception with good sound, selectivity and sensitivity on AM, and fm. 
While I'm thinking of it, are their businesses that can work on these receivers to get them functioning 
again? 

Jerry W. O'Dell: I got interested in radio because my dad had one of those big old RCA console 
radios. I'd go up on 75 meters, and the most awesome signal there was W8UM, the U of Michigan 
station. Super quality, and I think they built it all. I fear that if things had been SSB I would have taken 
up another hobby. I really hate that mode- although there is no reason that it has to sound as awful as 
it does. But that's another story! 

Jerry W. O'Dell: "watch for a Sony 7600 analox slide-rule-dial rereiver." WiIl do - but I'm an old 
person, and a really good sounding radio (not very selective) with a Zenith table radio with FM and 
about an 8 inch speaker on it. Man that thing sounded good. Haven't seen one since about 1958 

David Coons <davidcoons@webtv.net>: I am one also who returned a ccradio. I feel it is inexcus- 
able to have terrible audio since it was designed with a 4k limit at least provide low distortion sound 
without hiss, and a usable treble control. 

Paul Smith <sunray@gate.net>: If you will contact me off list, I might be able to help, I'm in the 
business. 

Jerry W. O'DeIl: On the shelf in front of me is a big old Sony, about 10 inches long, and 8 inches 
high, and it used to sound wonderful. It still works, although the band switch needs a good shot of 
cleaner from time to time. Wonder if that is the 2600. FM and shortwave + BC. I don't see any numbers 
on it, and about 9000 CDRoms would fall down if I moved it! 

See you in two weeks 
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